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Abstract 

Throughout this thesis we explore the two major mechanisms that organic carbon compounds 

experience in the atmosphere when reacting with major oxidizers: fragmentation and 

functionalization.  We start by exploring the photo-oxidation of n-aldehydes – including their 

chemistry and organic aerosol formation – because they are known to fragment strongly in their 

first-generation chemistry with the OH radical.  It is found that this strong fragmentation path 

suppresses their ability to form OA when compared to similar n-alkanes.  n-Aldehydes with 

fewer than thirteen carbons do not produce OA under atmospheric concentrations.  We also 

study two sequences of molecules with different saturation concentrations that systematically 

increase in oxygenation.  Higher oxygenation was found to suppress the ability of a molecule to 

form OA.  The position of a functional group in a carbon backbone was also found to affect OA 

formation.  Functional groups located in the center of a large carbon backbone suppress OA 

formation when compared to functional groups on the end (e.g., 7- and 2-tridecanol, 

respectively).  In the sequences mentioned, pinonaldehyde is a key molecule studied since it is 

an important oxidation product of alpha-pinene which is one of the most emitted molecules 

from biogenic sources.  Production of OA from pinonaldehyde confirms the importance of 

biogenic aging. 

As complement to the experimental work, two different computer simulations are used 

as prognostic tools of OA formation for the chemical species presented in this thesis.  The first 

simulation is the two-dimensional volatility basis set (2D-VBS) developed by Donahue and co-

workers at Carnegie Mellon University.  This box model predicts OA evolution of bulk organic 

aerosol systems by knowing initial oxygenation and saturation concentrations.  The second one 

is GECKO-A developed by Aumont and co-workers from the University of Paris.  Its approach 
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consists of following every reaction and species involved in the chemistry of OA formation.  Both 

simulations give reasonable results when compared to the experimental OA formation potential 

of different molecules presented in the first half of this thesis.  This is despite their very two 

different approaches in predicting OA formation.  We conclude that by properly considering 

fragmentation and functionalization paths, atmospheric OA formation can be reasonably 

predicted.  
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1 Chapter 1 – Introduction  

1.1 Emissions and their atmospheric evolution 
 

Different types of chemical species are emitted into the Earth’s atmosphere constantly, either 

from man-made activities (anthropogenic) or from natural sources (biogenic), such as 

vegetation.  They can also be of inorganic or organic nature, starting their journey as gases or 

particles.  Inorganic material oxidizes rapidly, forming particulate matter (PM) that remains 

relatively inert during its travel in the troposphere (e.g. sulfates, nitrates, and ammonium salts) 

[1]; such chemistry is better understood than that of organics [2].  The oxidation of organic 

material in the atmosphere is much more dynamic due to constant photo-oxidation and changes 

in thermodynamic properties [3, 4]. 

 Fine particulate matter – with sizes of 2.5 m in diameter or less – in the atmosphere 

can be composed of up to ninety percent organic species by mass [5, 6], averaging about half of 

all mass [6], representing tens of thousands of different compounds [7].   For this reason, and 

due to its tremendous complexity, the study of the evolution of organic aerosols and gases in 

the atmosphere requires deep understanding.   

Organic species are emitted either as gases or particles.  The ones emitted as particles 

are known as primary organic aerosol (POA), and can have semi-volatile constituents that can 

“partition” into the gas-phase with dilution or higher temperature [8].  Species that partition 

from POA to the gas phase, in addition to those directly emitted as gases, can experience direct 

chemical transformation by three major oxidizers: the OH radical, ozone, and the nitrate radical 

[9].  After experiencing chemical oxidation, material can condense – or re-condense – 

partitioning into new or existing particulate matter, forming secondary organic aerosol (SOA).  
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Such partitioning is dominated by the amount of existing organic aerosol [10-12].  The 

aforementioned oxidants can also react heterogeneously with POA and SOA, potentially 

affecting particulate matter characteristics; however, this mechanism is believed to be slower 

than gas-phase oxidation [13]. 

1.2 Importance of studying Particulate Matter 
 

Particulate matter smaller than 2.5 μm in diameter, or PM2.5, is of great significance and 

importance to the scientific community.  There are multiple reasons for its importance, among 

them detrimental effects on human health [14, 15] and an increase in human-mortality [16, 17].  

It is believed that PM2.5 is responsible for the premature death of up to eight-hundred-thousand 

people worldwide every year [18].  Furthermore, particles can absorb water, changing cloud 

properties that can have an effect on the radiative balance between the Earth and the Sun [19].  

Other effects from particulates include changes in climate [20] and poor visibility [21].  Forest 

ecosystems can also be negatively affected by deposition of particulate pollutants [22].  

1.3 Chemistry of Organics in the Atmosphere 
 

The major oxidizers in the atmosphere, as mentioned before, are the OH radical, ozone and the 

nitrate radical.  We concentrate on the OH radical throughout this thesis due to its high 

reactivity with virtually all organic material [23].  Photo-oxidation mechanisms of organic 

material with OH can be thought of a competition between three major paths: fragmentation, 

functionalization and accretion.  Functionalization refers to the addition of functional groups to 

carbon backbones (increasing oxygen to carbon ratios) with no change in the number of 

carbons.  This mechanism decreases vapor pressures [24], making it more likely for species to 

partition into existing aerosols.  Fragmentation mechanisms consist of carbon–carbon bond 
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cleavage resulting in two separate organic products [25] (cleavage of a carbon-ring is an 

exception).  In most cases, fragmentation also involves addition of functional groups.  The third 

mechanism, accretion or oligomerization, involves association reactions – typically in the 

aerosol-phase – that increases carbon number without change in O:C [26, 27].  Throughout this 

thesis we concentrate mainly on the first two paths – fragmentation and functionalization – 

because they are the ones that can have a more profound effect on SOA mass.  Accretion 

creates larger molecules in the condensed-phase, changing the properties of aerosol, but it is 

not a focus of this thesis. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 
 

In this doctoral work, we examine different aspects of the atmospheric chemistry of organic 

species.  Specifically, we concentrate on understanding how the competition between 

fragmentation and functionalization of molecules changes as they experience photo-oxidization 

with the OH radical.  Due to the complexity of the system, we decide to start the study of 

fragmentation and functionalization by examining n-aldehydes.  They are known to fragment 

with the OH radical [23, 28] in the first-generation of chemical reaction.  However, previous 

studies of n-aldehydes concentrated on small carbon-number species, and there have not been 

many publications on the ability of these species to produce organic aerosol.  Consequently, we 

analyze the n-aldehyde chemistry of larger carbon-number (C5 to C13) species with the goal of 

understanding their ability to form organic aerosol even when they experience a strong 

fragmentation path. 

 The chemistry of aldehydes allows us to understand how a strong fragmentation-path 

suppresses organic aerosol (Chapter 2); however, a more important question was how organic 

aerosol formation is suppressed – or not – as molecules become more oxidized.  Concentrating 
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on systematically more oxidized molecules was critical, since it is well known that atmospheric 

organic aerosol becomes steadily more oxidized through its atmospheric life-time [29].  The next 

step consisted of studying chemical species with similar vapor pressures (saturation 

concentration in μg m-3) and higher oxidation states.  By researching species with similar vapor 

pressures, comparisons of SOA mass yields allow us to make conclusions regarding the 

competition of fragmentation and functionalization paths (Chapter 3). 

 The experiments performed and reviewed in Chapters 2 and 3, including the n-

aldehydes and sequences of higher oxidation species, were conducted under high-NOx 

conditions.  High-NOx conditions are representative of polluted and/or urban settings [30].  

However, some chemical species, such as pinonaldehyde (major product of α-pinene photo-

oxidation [31, 32]), are more abundant in non-urban settings with plenty of vegetation [33].  

Consequently, it was important to determine SOA mass yields of pinonaldehyde (and n-

tridecanal for comparison) under low-NOx conditions (Chapter 4).  The chemistry under low-NOx 

conditions is very different to that of high NOx, due to the absence of organic nitrates and 

abundance of hydroperoxides as products [34].  Presenting the SOA yields of pinonaldehyde 

under low-NOx tells us how important monoterpene-like first-generation products are with 

respect to organic aerosol formation.  This is especially true  because of chemical-structure 

similarities between pinonaldehyde and other first-generation products from monoterpene 

oxidation [35, 36]. 

 The last part of this thesis (chapters 5 and 6) concentrates on computer simulations of 

SOA mass yields for the chemical species investigated in the initial chapters (2 through 4).  We 

work on simulations with two different approaches.  One that concentrates on chemistry 

averages of bulk organic aerosol, and another that uses explicit chemistry that follows every 

species involved.  With the first approach, we use the two-dimensional volatility basis set (2D-
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VBS) box model, developed by Donahue and co-workers, first introduced by Jimenez et al., 2009 

[3], and expanded by Donahue et al., 2011 and 2012 [37, 38].  In the second approach, the 

Generator for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECKO-A) is 

utilized.  GECKO-A was developed in the University of Paris by Aumont and co-workers and 

explained in detailed by Aumont et al., 2005 [39, 40] and Valorso et al., 2010 [41].  By using the 

2D-VBS and GECKO-A as prognostic tools of SOA formation, we test our understanding of 

organic aerosol chemistry. 

1.4.1 Use of Structure Activity Relationships throughout this Thesis 

 

Throughout the different chapters presented in this thesis two different types of structure 

activity relationships are used to aid our conclusions regarding chemical mechanisms and vapor 

pressures.  The first one is the structure-activity relationship (SAR) – or structure-reactivity 

relationship – from  Kwok and Atkinson, 1995 [42].  SARs from Kwok and Atkinson can predict 

gas-phase kinetic rate constants for different organic species reacting with the OH radical.  The 

way the calculations of these rate constants are determined is by assigning a local rate constant 

to each carbon in a molecule.  However, this local rate constant is affected by the type of carbon 

(e.g. primary, secondary or tertiary) and by the functional groups in proximity.  Certain 

functional groups enhance reactivity, while others suppress a local rate constant.  By adding all 

local rate constants for all carbons with extractable hydrogens in a molecule, we can obtain the 

overall rate constant.  The data given by the SARs to calculate rate constants was obtained from 

experimental rate constants of a large number of experiments.  However, most molecules were 

of simple structures.   This makes the SARs highly uncertain for more complex, multi-functional 

molecules. 
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We also utilize structure activity relationships to calculate vapor pressures of species 

throughout this thesis.  The one that is utilized the most is that from Pankow and Asher, 2008 

[43].  The idea of these SARs is very similar to that of Kwok and Atkinson SARs.  Vapor pressure is 

very much dependent on the amount of carbons in a molecule, as well as the number of 

functional groups. 
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2 Chapter 2 – Functionalization vs. 

Fragmentation: n-Aldehyde Oxidation 

Mechanisms and Secondary Organic Aerosol 

Formation 

Abstract 
 

Because of their relatively well-understood chemistry and atmospheric relevance, aldehydes 

represent a good model system for carbon-carbon fragmentation reactions in organic-aerosol 

aging mechanisms.  Small aldehydes such as ethanal and propanal react with OH radicals under 

high NOx conditions to form formaldehyde and ethanal, respectively, with nearly unit yield. CO2 

is formed as a coproduct. This path implies the formation of the Cn-1 aldehyde, or an aldehyde 

with one less methylene group than the parent.  However, as the carbon number of the n-

aldehyde increases, reaction with the carbon backbone becomes more likely and the Cn-1 

formation path becomes less important.    In this work we oxidized n-pentanal, n-octanal, n-

undecanal and n-tridecanal with OH radical at high NOx.  The Cn-1 aldehyde molar yields after the 

peroxy radical + NO reaction were 69 ± 15, 36 ± 10, 16 ± 5 and 4 ± 1%, respectively.  

Complementary structure-activity relationship calculations of important rate constants enable 

estimates of branching ratios between several intermediates of the Cn n-aldehyde reaction with 

OH:  Cn peroxyacyl nitrate versus Cn alkoxyacyl radical formation, Cn-1 alkyl nitrate versus Cn-1 

alkoxy radical, and Cn-1 aldehyde formation versus isomerization products.  We also measured 

SOA mass yields, which we compare with analagous n-alkanes to understand the effect of 

fragmentation on organic-aerosol formation. 
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2.1 Introduction 
 

Aldehydes are either formed or emitted from biogenic and anthropogenic sources and play an 

important role in the photochemistry of the atmosphere [44].  Anthropogenic emissions of 

many straight-chain aldehydes are higher than emissions of n-alkanes with the same carbon 

numbers [45, 46].  Aldehydes are especially common in natural environments because they are 

both directly emitted and formed in the first photo-oxidation stage of many organic compounds 

[47, 48].  They are intermediates in environmental oxidation processes, especially in the 

reactions of terpenes with ozone [49].  They are toxic, cause eye irritation, and cause odor 

problems [50].  However, the chemistry of long, straight-chain aldehydes has not been explored 

thoroughly, though reactions involving aldehydes are known to influence the production of 

radical species such as HO2, OH and RO2 [50].    Aldehydes also react to form peroxyacyl nitrates 

(PANs).  PANs are reservoirs for long-range transport of NOx in the free troposphere, where they 

are more stable because of the low temperature [51].  Finally, aldehydes are potential 

precursors for secondary organic aerosol (SOA), which has been linked to an increase in human 

mortality [17].  

There is a growing realization that we must understand multiple generations of oxidation 

chemistry to properly describe organic-aerosol behavior in the atmosphere [3, 52, 53].  An 

especially important question is the extent to which later generation products become more 

vulnerable to carbon-carbon bond cleavage (fragmentation) [3, 54]  rather than yielding 

progressively more functionalized oxidation products with the same carbon number as the 

parent hydrocarbon.  The emerging short hand for this competition is `fragmentation vs. 

functionalization’.  Because they are an important first-generation product in many hydrocarbon 

oxidation sequences [23], aldehydes make an excellent model system to explore this chemistry.  
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Specifically, n-aldehydes make a fascinating sequence because small n-aldehydes have unique 

radical oxidation chemistry, but as the carbon number of an n-aldehyde is systematically 

increased, eventually the alkyl carbon backbone should overwhelm the aldehydic moiety and 

the aldehyde chemistry should come to resemble that of an n-alkane. 

The OH-induced oxidation of small aldehydes in the presence of NO and NO2 is well 

understood, following the mechanism in Figure 2.1 [23].  Small aldehydes such as ethanal and 

propanal react with OH radicals under high-NOx conditions to form formaldehyde and ethanal, 

respectively [23].  These are fragmentation reactions, with what amounts to loss of a methylene 

and production of the Cn-1 aldehyde and CO2.  

 

Figure 2.1.  Reaction mechanism of n-aldehyde + OH radical in the presence of high NOx.  The first branching 
point (shown in blue) in the reaction mechanism is the peroxyacyl radical (PAR) becoming either a peroxyacyl 
nitrate (PAN) or an alkoxyacyl radical (AAR).  The Alkoxyacyl radical will fragment and form a Cn-1 peroxyl radical 
that will eventually branch between a Cn-1 alkyl nitrate and a Cn-1 alkoxy radical.  This alkoxy radical branches 
(arrows in green) between the Cn-1 aldehyde and an isomerization structure.  Long straight-chain aldehydes 
have a preference towards isomerization on this last step. 
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The reaction is initiated by abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen (green hydrogen in 

Figure 2.1) and subsequent formation of the peroxyacyl radical (PAR).  Reaction of the PAR is an 

important branching point (blue arrows in Figure 2.1) including reactions with both NO and NO2.  

The NO path involves the formation of an alkoxyacyl radical (AAR) that subsequently fragments 

and forms a Cn-1 peroxyl radical, which in turn branches (red arrows in Figure 2.1) between a Cn-1 

alkyl nitrate and a terminal Cn-1 alkoxy radical (pink structure, Figure 2.1).  Unlike “normal” 

peroxy radicals (without the carbonyl), the peroxyacyl radical + NO reaction does not produce 

nitrates [55].  The NO2 path forms a peroxyacyl nitrate (PAN).   

The PAR branching (blue arrows in Figure 2.1) is controlled by the rates of PAN and AAR 

production, which depend on the NO2 and NO concentrations as shown in equations 1 and 2: 

      

  
                 (2.1) 

      

  
                (2.2) 

The branching ratio of PAN and AAR production is thus given by 

     

     


         

        
   (2.3) 

For propanal, kPAN and kAAR are 9.3 × 10-12 and 20 × 10-12 cm3 s-1 molecule-1 at 298 K [56].  

We shall use these rate constants for all larger alkoxyacyl radical reactions along with the 

measured NO2:NO ratio to estimate the branching between PAN and AAR formation for higher 

carbon-number systems.    Though PAN formation is reversible, in this study we shall focus on 

initial rates to constrain yields, and the PAN lifetime is long enough (~1 hr) for us to neglect PAN 

decomposition [56].  We are not interested in the consumption of AAR either, because every 

AAR molecule will quickly become a Cn-1 peroxyl radical.  
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The second branching point is the creation of a Cn-1 alkyl nitrate versus the Cn-1 alkoxy 

radical (red arrows in Figure 2.1).  This branching is dependent upon size as shown by Arey et al., 

2001 [57], and the nitrate formation is favored less for primary peroxyl radicals as shown by 

Cassanelli et al., 2007 [58].  

The last major branching point (green arrows in Figure 2.1) occurs at the Cn-1 alkoxy 

radical (pink structure, Figure 2.1), which can isomerize via a 1,5-hydrogen shift, react with 

oxygen, or decompose (Figure 2.1 does not show the decomposition pathway).  This branching 

has been studied in detail for n-alkanes [59-62], but not for terminal alkoxy radicals formed from 

aldehydes (pink structure in Figure 2.1).  Long straight-chain alkanes (≥C7) strongly favor the 

isomerization path over oxygen reaction or decomposition [23].  For example, according to 

Kwok et al., 1996 [61], the ratio of isomerization to reaction with oxygen is 14 for n-heptane, 

and 50 for n-octane. Thus, for n-alkanes the isomerization reaction is regarded as completely 

dominant above C7 [59].  However, n-aldehydes preferentially form the terminal (primary) Cn-1 

alkoxy radical, whereas n-alkanes form secondary alkoxy radicals.  Consequently, the chemistry 

of the alkoxy radical is potentially different for n-aldehydes and n-alkanes.   

In general, after abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen we expect four major reaction 

products: the PAN, the Cn-1 alkyl nitrate, the Cn-1 aldehyde, and the products of alkoxy 

isomerization.  Because the PAN is a reversible reservoir and its relative importance depends 

strongly on experimental (and ambient) NO2:NO, the ratio of Cn-1 alkyl nitrate to isomerization to 

Cn-1 aldehyde formation is the major feature we shall seek to constrain and understand. 

A final reaction pathway for aldehydes and OH is H-atom abstraction on the carbon 

backbone distant from the aldehydic moiety.  To first order we expect the rate constants and 

first-generation reaction products from this pathway to resemble n-alkane reaction mechanisms 
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[59].  Consequently, we shall use published structure activity relations (SAR’s) [42] to calculate 

the ratio of aldehydic hydrogen to backbone hydrogen abstraction by OH, and we shall use SOA 

formation experiments to constrain the overall yields of low-volatility reaction products and 

compare those results to SOA mass yields from corresponding n-alkanes. 

When OH reacts along the carbon backbone, there is a possibility that the alkoxy radical 

formed on the fourth carbon from the aldehydic moiety can none-the-less react with this 

moiety.  The fourth carbon from the aldehydic functional group has been shown to be highly 

reactive [42].  This reaction can potentially form a Cn-1 hydroxycarbonyl structure.  This has been 

proposed by Jenkin et al., 2000 [63], where an acyl-oxy radical attacks an internal aldehydic 

moiety after α-pinene reacted with ozone.  However, this is a small path compared to all the 

reactive sites on the molecule.  Other alkoxy radicals formed on the carbon-backbone will not 

isomerizes with the aldehydic moiety due to huge entropy penalties (longer shifts) or large 

activation barriers (shorter shifts) [64].   

Here we shall present measurements of Cn-1 aldehyde formation and SOA yield for 

several n-aldehydes.  There are two major goals of this work: (1) to determine the importance of 

C-C backbone reaction for these large aldehydes in order to explore fragmentation in 

atmospheric oxidation schemes, and, (2) to quantify SOA formation in order to asses the 

importance of these species (and by extension, other oxygenated IVOCs) as SOA precursors. The 

SOA results also inform the gas-phase mechanism. 

2.2 Experimental Section 
 

We conducted experiments in the Carnegie Mellon University smog chamber.  Many details of 

our experimental procedures are described elsewhere [65].  The chamber consists of a 12 m3 
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Teflon bag (Welch Fluorocarbon) suspended inside a temperature controlled room held at 295 K 

for these experiments.  The experiments were conducted under high-NOx conditions (maximum 

of 4 ppbC/ppb NOx).  Table A in the Appendices contains the specific concentrations and related 

ratios for all the experiments.  Particle–number size distributions were monitored using a 

scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI 3936, 15 - 700 nm Dp).  The concentration of the n-

aldehydes was monitored with a unit mass-resolution proton-transfer reaction mass 

spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon GmbH).  For each experiment, HONO photolysis was used to 

create OH radicals.  Additional Nitric Oxide (NO) was added to achieve the desired VOC:NOx 

ratio.  Ammonium sulfate particles (Sigma Aldrich, 99.99%) were used as inert condensation 

seeds, which we formed from an aqueous solution with a nebulizer (TSI 3075) then dried and 

neutralized.  The organic species used were n-pentanal (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%), n-octanal (Sigma-

Aldrich, 99%), n-undecanal (Sigma-Aldrich, 97%) and n-tridecanal (Alfa Aesar, 94%).  The 

aldehydes were all used without further purification.  UV lights (General Electric 10526 black 

lights) with a JNO2 = 0.06 min-1 were used to initiate photo-oxidation after all the components 

were mixed in the chamber.   

2.2.1 Molar Yield Calculations 

 

 We evaluated PTR-MS signal ratios to obtain the molar yield of the Cn-1 n-aldehydes.  We make 

three key assumptions with the PTR-MS data: (1) the parent ion (m/z  = MW + 1) makes up the 

same fraction of the total ion signal for both the Cn and Cn-1 n-aldehydes, (2) n-aldehydes 

dominate the signal at m/z  = MW + 1, at least at the beginning of each experiment, and (3) 

sensitivities (e.g., parent ion counts/ppb n-aldehyde) for these ions are identical.  The absolute 

sensitivities for the individual Cn-1 aldehydes were not calibrated.  For example, the molar yield 

of n-dodecanal formed from oxidation of n-tridecanal was calculated by dividing the signal of 
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m/z 185 (corresponding to the n-dodecanal molecular weight plus one) by the net reduction of 

m/z 199 from its initial value (corresponding to n-tridecanal molecular weight plus one) during 

the first hour of oxidation.  We followed the same procedure to determine the molar yields of n-

decanal, n-heptanal and n-butanal.  We feel comfortable using the PTR-MS as our gas-phase 

monitor since it has shown to be accurate within experimental uncertainty [66].  PTR-MS 

calibrations were performed similarly to de Gouw et al., 2003 [66]. 

2.2.2 SOA Mass Yield and Wall Loss Calculations  

  

The SOA mass yield from a reaction is defined as the mass of organic aerosol formed divided by 

the mass of precursor consumed [12]. 

   
   

           
    (2.4) 

Where     is the mass of organic aerosol created, and             is the mass of the precursor 

organic species consumed to form the organic aerosol (   ) and other products. 

We determined SOA mass yields for the n-aldehydes with the aid of inorganic seeds, 

which promote condensation and allow an independent measurement of particle wall losses.  

We injected dried ammonium sulfate particles up to ~104 particles cm-3 or ~10 to 15 µg/m3.  The 

ammonium sulfate concentration is very much inside the range of a typical ambient aerosol 

mass concentration of between 5 and 30 µg/m3 [5]. 

Total SOA production (   ) is determined by using the ratio of suspended organic 

aerosol (   
   ) to suspended ammonium sulfate (     

   ) and the initial concentration of 

ammonium sulfate
 
     

         , as described by Hildebrandt et al., 2009 [65]: 

       
   

      

     
      

      
              (2.5) 
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       is obtained by fitting an exponential decay to the ammonium sulfate volume 

concentration (measured with the SMPS) over the interval between seed injection (and mixing) 

in the chamber and the onset of photo oxidation.   Extrapolation of this signal after the photo-

oxidation process starts defines the seed mass concentration as a function of time. 

At time 0 (onset of photo oxidation) and later, the difference between the total aerosol 

mass concentration in the chamber (measured with an SMPS) and the extrapolated ammonium-

sulfate mass concentration is considered the    
      .  To obtain the total       

 
from the 

suspended mass concentration we correct for wall losses, assuming that organic particles lost to 

the wall are in equilibrium with the suspended particles and vapor-phase species as.  This is the 

upper-limit estimate for SOA production explained in Weitkamp et al., 2007 [67].  The difference 

in SOA yields for n-tridecanal when assuming particles lost to the wall are in equilibrium with the 

suspended particles (upper limit) versus not in equilibrium (lower limit) is approximately 20%. 

2.3 Results 
 

Experimental Data.  Figure 2.2 shows a time series of Cn n-aldehyde decay (C11, n-undecanal) 

and Cn-1 n-aldehyde formation (C10, n-decanal) for a typical experiment.  Isobaric ions (especially 

at unit mass resolution) can interfere with the target PTRMS signal, but for the first hour of the 

experiment shown in Figure 2.2, the m/z = 171 signal follows a decay in the form of [A]0e
-kt[OH], 

where [OH] is not constant and decreases exponentially most of the time.   [A]0 is the initial 

concentration of the aldehyde, k is its rate constant and t is time.  The concentration of OH is 

obtained by using methanol as a tracer.  This is done in a similar way presented by Miracolo et 

al., 2008 [68] where they use n-pentane as the OH tracer.   
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Later in the experiment (Figure 2.2) other species, presumably later-generation reaction 

products, contribute to the signal at m/z = 171.  Consequently, we base our yield estimates on 

the ratio of the intial (~30 - 60 minutes) decay and growth rates of the aldehyde signals.  The 

inferred n-undecanal from Figure 2.2 is obtained by assuming a structure activity relationship 

rate constant of 3.6 × 10-12 cm3 s-1 molecule-1, and an OH concentration obtained from a tracer of 

known rate constant (in this case methanol).    We repeated these measurements for n-

pentanal, n-octanal and n-tridecanal.  The observed molar yields for the formation of n-butanal, 

n-heptanal, n-decanal and n-dodecanal from the parent aldehyde are 29 ± 10, 16 ± 5, 9 ± 5 and 4 

± 1%, respectively. The most obvious feature of these data is that the Cn-1 aldehyde yields 

decrease dramatically as carbon number increases, but they remain well above zero out to C13. 

The raw yields are sensitive to NO2:NO ratio, which can be found in Table A in the Appendices.  

However, by correcting for PAN formation we can calculate the Cn-1 aldehyde yields in absence 

of NO2; these yields are 69 ± 15, 36 ± 10, 16 ± 5 and 4 ± 1%, respectively.  We assume that the 

ratios of Cn-1 alkyl nitrate: Cn-1 aldehyde : Isomerization products are the same in a NO-path-only 

vs. NO and NO2.  For example, n-pentanal forms about 0.76 of peroxyacyl radical, from which 

there is no PAN formation.  Then, 5% becomes Cn-1 alkyl nitrate (0.05 Χ 0.76 = 0.038) according 

to Arey et al., 2001 [57] and Cassanelli et al., 2007 [58].  Since the ratio of Cn-1 alkyl nitrate to Cn-1 

aldehyde to isomerization should be the same as the measured NO and NO2 case (refer to Figure 

F, Appendices), their total yields should be 0.69 and 0.03 respectively.   
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Figure 2.2.  n-Undecanal decay.  Loss of parent aldehyde (n-undecanal) and formation of Cn-1 aldehyde (n-
decanal) products vs. time in an OH oxidation experiment, observed with a PTRMS.  The molar yield of n-
decanal is ~ 9 ± 5%; however, when assuming a nitric oxide only path, this yield becomes 16 ± 5%.  The 
pink line represents exactly the 9% molar formation of n-decanal. The m/z = 171 signal follows n-
undecanal initially.  Later on, other isobaric product(s) with m/z = 171 are formed. 

 

Calculation of Branching Ratios.  We calculated the molar yield for formation of the Cn 

peroxyacyl radical (PAR) using published SARs [42].  This is the ratio of the OH attack on the 

aldehydic hydrogen (green hydrogen in Figure 2.1) to all sites in the molecule.  These yields are 

the full heights of the bars in Figure 2.3.  Using the measured formation of Cn-1 aldehyde, the 

inferred total PAR formation, the calculated ratio of PAN formation to PAR + NO reaction, and 

the calculated Cn-1 alkyl nitrate (green species, Figure 2.1) we can apportion the various PAR 

reaction pathways (blue, red and green arrows in Figure 2.1).  

The Cn-1 alkyl nitrate is calculated by assuming that 5, 12, 20 and 30% of the Cn-1 peroxyl 

radical will form the Cn-1 alkyl nitrate for n = 5, 8, 11 and 13, respectively.  This comes from 
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experimental data from Arey et al., 2001 and Cassanelli et al., 2007 [57, 58].  Note that the Cn-1 

alkyl nitrate yield formation is about 65% of those given by Arey et al., 2001 [57] because 

terminal peroxyl radicals have lower alkyl-nitrate yields than secondary peroxyl radicals [58]. 

We can illustrate this calculation for n-tridecanal.  The branching ratio for aldehydic 

hydrogen abstraction is 0.54 according to the SAR.  With a NO2:NO ~ 0.2 (Table A and Figure F in 

the Appendices), the PAN molar yield is 0.05, and so the AAR yield is 0.49 (0.05 + 0.49 = 0.54).  

Approximately 30% of the AAR becomes a C12 alkyl nitrate (0.30 Χ 0.49=0.15).  The rest becomes 

a Cn-1 alkoxy (0.49 - 0.15 = 0.34), which then splits between a Cn-1 aldehyde and isomerization 

products.  The measured Cn-1 aldehyde molar yield is 0.04.  We therefore conclude that the 

isomerization product yield is 0.34 - 0.04 = 0.30.   

The results of these branching calculations are shown in Figure 2.3.  All of the necessary 

information for these calculations is presented in the Appendices, Figure F.  The branching 

among Cn-1 alkyl nitrate, isomerization products, and the Cn-1 n-aldehyde is indicated in Figure 2.3 

by the green, hatched red, and solid red regions. The calculated branching ratios between the 

Cn-1 n-aldehyde and the isomerization products (green arrows Figure 2.1) are 20:1, 1.7:1, 0.54:1 

and 0.13:1 for C5, C8, C11 and C13 n-aldehydes.  Aldehyde formation dominates for the smallest 

molecules studied, while isomerization dominates for the largest molecules, but aldehyde 

formation is non-negligible in all cases. 

The branching ratios of the Cn-1 n-aldehyde versus isomerization products at the Cn-1 

alkoxy-radical stage are somewhat surprising (Figure 2.1, green arrows).  Secondary alkoxy 

radicals produced from n-alkanes larger than C7 do not react with O2 in significant amounts; the 

isomerization path overwhelms this step [61].   However, in the case of primary alkoxy radicals 

produced from n-aldehydes, the oxygen reaction path is very significant, even for a C12.  This can 
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be due to the fact that terminal (primary) alkoxy radicals are potentially worse at H-atom 

abstraction.  A potential reason is their higher energy of activation compared to a secondary 

alkoxy radical when abstracting a hydrogen [69]. 

Ferenac et al., 2003 [70] and Hein et al., 1999 [71] have mentioned that secondary 

alkoxy radicals are slightly more reactive than primary with O2 at 298 K.  All else being equal, this 

implies that  n-C12 (coming from a n-C13 aldehyde)   primary alkoxy radical formation would be  

negligible.  Since that is not the case, we favor the hypothesis that terminal alkoxy radicals are 

slower at hydrogen abstraction than secondary ones.   

 

Figure 2.3. Yields and ultimate fate of peroxy acyl radicals (PAR) from n-aldehyde + OH reactions.  The 
height of each bar is the aldehydic hydrogen abstraction molar yield, based on site-specific SAR OH 
reactivity calculations.  The bar filling indicates the relative importance of Cn-1 aldehyde formation vs 
isomerization and Cn-1 alkyl nitrate.  This reveals how the branching between the Cn-1 aldehyde and an 
isomerization path varies with respect to molecule size.  Branching ratios including PAN formation (which 
varies with the experimental NO2:NO) can be found in Figure F, in the Appendices. 
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SOA mass yields.   We measured SOA mass yields individually for n-C5, n-C8, n-C11, and n-C13 

aldehydes + OH under high NOx.  The OH radical was always in excess than the aldehydes 

concentration.  SOA mass yields for n-aldehydes smaller than C11 were extremely small (< 0.02 

with a maximum COA ~ 10 µg/m3).  The mass yields for n-C5, n-C8, n-C11 were also not significantly 

different for COA < 10 µg/m3.  We cannot rule out impurities as a major source of the very low 

levels of SOA formed during those experiments; consequently, the data imply that n-aldehydes 

smaller than C11 are insignificant sources of SOA.  Such impurities could not be identified using 

the PTR-MS or a gas chromatograph.  n-Tridecanal, however, did form significant SOA. The mass 

yields for n-tridecanal are shown in Figure 2.4 as a function of the SOA mass concentration, 

which is the conventional format for graphing SOA mass yield data.  

 

Figure 2.4. Comparison of SOA mass yields from n-tridecanal, n-pentadecane and n-dodecane.  n-Tridecanal clearly 
forms less SOA than similar vapor pressure n-alkanes such as n-pentadecane because of its ability to fragment, 
forming alkyl nitrates, a Cn-1 aldehyde and isomerization species.  Even when the n-tridecanal backbone has been 
attacked by OH, its aldehyde functional group can fragment to give a CO2 or form the PAN; n-pentadecane cannot 
fragment easily in the first generations of oxidation.  n-Dodecane and n-tridecanal SOA mass yields are very similar, 
that is because both molecules form the C12 alkoxy radical in significant amounts.  The n-alkanes SOA mass yields are 
fits from the work of Presto et al., 2010 [72].  Smaller n-aldehydes (C5, C8 and C11) SOA mass yields are significantly 
smaller than that of n-tridecanal. 
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2.4 Discussion 
 

Gas-phase reactions and SOA mass yields.  The C13 n-aldehyde clearly forms SOA when it 

reacts with OH, but much less effectively than the n-alkane of similar vapor pressure (n-

pentadecane data comes from Presto et al., 2010 [72]).  In Figure 2.4 we compare SOA 

formation from n-tridecanal with SOA formation from n-pentadecane and n-dodecane. The yield 

curves for n-pentadecane and n-dodecane in Figure 2.4 are parameterizations based on 

published measurements from our laboratory [72].  All experiments were performed under 

high-NOx conditions, as NOx can influence SOA mass yields [73].  

We could compare precursors based on vapor pressure or carbon number, and here we 

do both.  n-Tridecanal and n-pentadecane have very similar vapor pressures because two 

methylene groups or one carbonyl group have roughly equivalent effects on the vapor pressure 

of a molecule [43].  If the n-pentadecane and n-tridecanal oxidation mechanisms were identical, 

their SOA mass yields should be similar because every oxidation step would reduce or increase 

the vapor pressure of the next generation of molecules by a similar factor.  However, that is not 

the case.  The SOA mass yields for n-tridecanal are about a factor of 3 lower than those for n-

pentadecane at any given SOA mass concentration, as shown in Figure 2.4.  In fact, the SOA 

formation from n-tridecanal is virtually identical to the SOA formation from n-dodecane, which 

has one fewer carbon atom. 

An obvious reason why n-tridecanal SOA mass yields are lower than n-pentadecane 

yields is the high selectivity for OH attack on the aldehydic hydrogen.  Approximately 54% of the 

initial OH attack is on this hydrogen (Figure 2.3), which ultimately results in fragmentation and 

the elimination of a CO2 molecule.  The PAN intermediate is also far too volatile to partition 

significantly to the SOA [43].  We thus expect abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen to be a 
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relatively inefficient pathway for SOA formation, and n-aldehydes in general to be less efficient 

SOA sources than n-alkanes, as observed. 

There are two potential explanations for the observed SOA formation efficiency for n-

tridecanal and the relationship to the n-alkane mass-yield curves shown in Figure 2.4.  The first 

is that the bulk of the first-generation reaction products follow the reaction pathway shown in 

Figure 2.1, as discussed above.  This pathway involves the elimination of a single carbon, and so 

it seems reasonable that the mass yields for n-tridecanal would be similar to those for n-

dodecane, which has one fewer carbon.  The second is that approximately one-third to one-half 

of the OH attack occurs along the carbon backbone, which will preserve the carbon number in 

the first-generation products.  Thus it is plausible that the SOA yields are at least one-third as 

large as those observed for n-pentadecane, which has a similar vapor pressure (see Figure D in 

the Appendices).  Overall, we favor the first explanation because we believe that most of the 

SOA formation from these relatively volatile precursors involves multiple generations of 

oxidation [72].  Consequently, first-generation products from OH attack on the carbon backbone 

will retain the aldehydic functionality, and subsequent OH reactions will still strongly favor 

attack on that moiety, resulting in fragmentation.  Whether during the first generation or 

subsequent generations of oxidation, the aldehyde will thus eventually fragment, dropping the 

system onto a mechanistic trajectory similar to an n-alkane with one fewer carbon (n-dodecane 

in this case).  It is also important to mention that oligomer formation due to heterogeneous 

reactions in the aldehyde-OH-High NOx system is probably not a strong SOA source; otherwise 

SOA formation would be much higher than presented in here.  

To further explore these hypotheses, we have compared the mass spectra of n-

tridecanal and n-dodecane SOA using a Quadrupole Aerodyne Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (Q-
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AMS).  Specifically, we compared f44 (the ratio of m/z=44, CO2
+, to total organic-aerosol mass), 

and f44 is very similar for n-dodecane and n-tridecanal OH oxidation experiments.  The spectra 

are shown in the Appendices, Figure G.  This implies a similar level of oxidation of the aerosol 

material for both species.  We have examined f30 (NO+) also, and plotted it in Figure H in the 

Appendices.  f30 indicates the presence of organic nitrates in the aerosol phase, and it is lower 

for n-tridecanal than for n-dodecane.  Aerosol organic nitrates result from OH attack on the 

carbon backbone; this attack occurs only ~40% of the time for n-tridecanal but almost always 

for n-dodecane.  The SOA formed through the attack of the aldehydic hydrogen does not form 

alkyl nitrates as can be seen in Figure 2.1.  Thus, while the aldehydes efficiently form PANs, alkyl 

nitrates in SOA appear to be more common for n-alkanes. 

In order to determine the SOA contribution from PAN, we examined the SOA mass yield 

of n-tridecanal under high NO2 levels.  By having significantly more NO2 than NO, PAN is formed 

predominantly.  When PAN is the dominant species, SOA mass yields drop by an order of 

magnitude (the Appendices, Figure E).  This is consistent with SAR calculations of the PAN vapor 

pressure – it is simply too volatile to favor the condensed phase with these precursors.  

However, PAN formation does not explain the low SOA yields observed in general for the n-

aldehydes; for the data shown in Figure 2.4, the PAN yield is only 5%. The SOA difference is 

caused primarily by the n-aldehyde fragmentation path in Figure 2.1.  None the less, when PAN 

is formed, it has the potential to further reduce SOA formation.  PAN is significantly more 

volatile than the homologue carboxylic acid with same carbon number.  Even though the 

process of carboxylic acid formation in the atmosphere is not well understood, alkanes form 

them after various generations of oxidation [9].  Aldehydes have the potential to make acids as 

well [74] if the alkoxyacyl radical isomerizes [59], but this potential is diminished when the 

terminal carbon is protected as a peroxyacyl nitrate. 
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Gas-phase reaction mechanism details.  Our gas-phase results (Figure 2.3) show that alkoxy 

isomerization overwhelms reaction with O2 for large alkoxy radicals (which forms the Cn-1 

aldehyde), consistent with the well-established trends for alkanes [59, 61].  However, there is a 

difference.  The isomerization pathway only becomes truly dominant at a carbon number of 10 

(for an n-undecanal precursor), which is at least 3 more carbons than is required for the n-

alkanes.  Consequently, either the primary alkoxy radicals formed from n-aldehydes are 

somewhat more effective at reacting with oxygen to form the corresponding carbonyl than the 

secondary alkoxy radicals formed by n-alkanes, or the primary alkoxy radicals are less effective 

at internal H-atom abstraction. 

We can also constrain the mechanism following isomerization.  Following the Lim et al., 

2005 [59] mechanism of long, straight-chain alkoxy radicals,  the isomerization product (green 

arrow, Figure 2.1) of the n-aldehyde may be a δ-hydroxycarbonyl (green molecule, Figure 2.5) 

with an aldehyde group in position 1, and hydroxyl in 4 [59, 75, 76].  These compounds are able 

to cyclize to form a hemiacetal and subsequently a substituted dihydrofuran (brown molecule, 

Figure 2.5).  However, relative humidity levels affect the ability to cyclize because dehydration is 

involved.  Lower water vapor concentrations promote the cyclization, forming the dihydrofuran 

molecule [77].  For example, Holt et al., 2005 noticed that the C5 and C6 δ-hydroxycarbonyls did 

not cyclize when the relative humidity was increased from 5% to 50% [77, 78].   While the 

experiments discussed here were conducted at low relative humidity (< 20%), some of the δ-

hydroxycarbonyl may still lead to a dicarbonyl [79] following reaction with OH (the hydroxyl 

group becomes a carbonyl) similar to the one proposed by Aschmann et al., 2003 [79].  This 

pathway is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. A continuation of the reaction mechanism shown in Figure 2.1, following the `isomerization’ 
pathway.  This becomes important for larger n-aldehydes.  The red arrows represent the branching point 
between cyclization and δ-dicarbonyl formation, and it is dependent on relative humidity.  Holt et al., 
2005 [77] shows that low relative humidity and long straight chain molecules favor cyclization.  Figure 2.2 
shows a decoupling from the inferred n-undecanal and the m/z 171.  This decoupling might be related to 
the creation of δ-dicarbonyl, since it has the same molecular weight as the Cn n-aldehyde.  This decoupling 
happens to all the aldehydes studied (Refer to the Appendices, Figures A, B, C). 

 

Formation of this Cn-1 δ-dicarbonyl could explain why the signal at the nominal m/z of 

the parent Cn n-aldehyde (see Figure 2.2 and the Appendices data, Figures A, B and C) diverges 
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from the inferred concentration of the aldehyde.  Both the Cn-1 δ-dicarbonyl and the parent Cn n-

aldehyde have the same molecular weight, but they do not necessarily have the same sensitivity 

to the PTR-MS.  Hence, it is not possible to determine the relative concentration of the Cn-1 δ-

dicarbonyl without a proper calibration.  We are not implying that this is the only path to form a 

Cn-1 δ-dicarbonyl; however, the hydrogens attached to the H2C-OH on the δ-hydroxycarbonyl are 

highly reactive, approximately 3 times more reactive than  hydrogens on a methylene group 

according to Kwok et al., 1995 [42]. 

2.5 Environmental Significance 
 

There are higher anthropogenic emissions from n-aldehydes than the corresponding n-alkanes, 

making them potentially important as precursors of SOA.  The importance of these larger 

emissions is reduced by the fact that n-aldehydes fragment easily (Figure 2.1) in the first steps of 

oxidation, limiting the amount of SOA formed when compared to an n-alkane.  It is the very 

large n-aldehydes (higher or equal to C13) that have a significant contribution to SOA formation.  

The data presented here show that a large Cn n-aldehyde SOA yield is similar to the SOA yield of 

a Cn-1 n-alkane under similar conditions of VOC:NOx and a relatively low NO2:NO, since high NO2 

favors PAN formation.   

               However, the most abundant aldehydes in the atmosphere might be the ones formed 

from the ozonolysis of monoterpenes and other biogenic unsaturated species.  Since biogenic 

emissions are much higher than anthropogenic ones, and most biogenic species contain a 

double bond, the amount of aldehydes in the atmosphere is potentially large.  When these 

aldehydes are oxidized by OH-radical attack under high NOx conditions, they will quickly shorten 

their backbone size by giving up a CO2 (similar to Figure 2.1) making their SOA contribution 

lower than that of similar vapor pressure anthropogenic emissions.  However, sufficiently large 
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aldehydes derived from ozonolysis will still form SOA quite rapidly, and so their contribution to 

additional SOA formation during aging processes cannot be ignored. 
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3 Chapter 3 – Fragmentation vs. 

Functionalization: Chemical Aging and 

Organic Aerosol Formation 

Abstract 
 

The transformation process that a carbon backbone undergoes in the atmosphere is complex 

and dynamic.  Understanding all these changes for all the species in detail is impractical; 

however, choosing different molecules that resemble progressively higher stages of oxidation or 

aging and studying them can give us an insight into general characteristics and mechanisms.  

Here we determine secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass yields of two sequences of molecules 

reacting with the OH radical at high NOx.  Each sequence consists of species with similar vapor 

pressures, but a succession of oxidation states.  The first sequence consists of n-pentadecane, n-

tridecanal, 2-, 7-tridecanone, and pinonaldehyde.  The second sequence consists of n-

nonadecane, n-heptadecanal and cis-pinonic acid.  Oxidized molecules presented lower relative 

SOA mass yields compared to similar vapor pressure n-alkanes; however, oxidation state alone 

was not enough to predict how efficiently a molecule forms SOA.  Certain functionalities are 

able to fragment more easily than others, and even the position of these functionalities on a 

molecule can have an effect.  n-Alkanes tend to have the highest yields, and n-aldehydes the 

lowest.  n-Ketones have slightly higher yields when the ketone moiety is located on the side of 

the molecule and not in the center.  In general, oxidation products remain efficient SOA sources, 

though fragmentation makes them less effective than comparable alkanes.   
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Organic oxidation mechanisms in the atmosphere are very complex and dynamic.  After a 

molecule is emitted, it is transformed via reaction with the OH radical, ozone, NO3 radical, and 

photolysis, etc., forming a rich array of products.  The number of product molecules increases 

with increasing carbon number in the precursor-molecule as well as with the extent of oxidation 

[7, 9].  Consequently, mechanisms associated with organic aerosol, which generally involve 

higher than average carbon numbers and significant oxidation [80], are especially complex.  

Smog-chamber experiments have constrained parts of many reaction mechanisms; for example 

the first-generation products of n-alkanes with the OH radical have been identified in detail [23, 

59, 81], but in most cases only the first hours of reaction are well understood.  A typical aerosol 

particle resides in the atmosphere between one to two weeks [5, 82] before removal.  This time 

scale is significantly longer than most smog-chamber experiments.  There is thus a critical need 

to understand later-generation chemistry of the oxygenated compounds likely to be involved in 

the full life cycle of organics, and especially organic aerosol, in the atmosphere. 

Studying the transformation of chemical species for weeks in smog-chamber 

experiments under ambient conditions is not possible; hence some studies have increased the 

oxidant concentration (e.g. OH radical) to simulate multiple days of oxidation [25, 83, 84].  These 

studies, done in flow tubes, have started to yield insight into chemical aging.  However, there is 

limited research on this topic, and the very high oxidant exposures may skew the oxidation 

mechanisms.  Understanding the details of how molecules age in the atmosphere is crucial for 

models that predict secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation [5] as well as subsequent 

transformation [85].  One way to elucidate this multiple-generation chemistry is to follow it one 

generation at a time.  The idea is to carefully select compounds that are either themselves 
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important intermediates, or that represent important classes of compounds with similar 

properties.  Here we take this approach. 

Efforts are underway to try to classify atmospherically relevant organic material in terms 

of properties important to the condensed phase.  The most important property is volatility – it 

determines whether a compound is in the condensed phase at all [10].  Oxygenation has been 

proposed as a second important property because it progressively increases during oxidation 

chemistry and also appears to correlate well with hygroscopicity, another key property [3].  We 

can describe volatility in terms of the saturation concentration, Co [10, 37, 86], which is 

operationally defined as the organic aerosol concentration (COA) at which half of a given 

compound will be found in the condensed phase [10].  For oxygenation we employ the oxygen-

to-carbon ratio O:C [3, 37].  

It is useful to break reaction mechanisms into a succession of steps connecting one 

stable molecule to another.  We can classify these steps as functionalization, fragmentation and 

accretion [9, 85] according to the effect on the product carbon number.   These three processes 

are illustrated in Figure 3.1.  Functionalization involves the addition of oxygenated functional 

groups (thus an increase in O:C) to a molecule with no change in carbon number, decreasing its 

vapor pressure in most cases and making it more likely to partition into the aerosol phase.  

Fragmentation refers to carbon-carbon bond cleavage resulting in at least two separate organic 

products (i.e. a reduction in carbon number).  In some cases, this path creates higher vapor 

pressure species, and in others, the vapor pressure decreases because the products are typically 

also functionalized.  A good example is the ozonolysis reaction of monoterpenes.  While the 

double bond is broken, at least two oxygens are added, often significantly decreasing the vapor 

pressure of the products compared to the parent-molecule.  Finally, accretion, also named 
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oligomerization, refers to association reactions (typically in the condensed phase) resulting in an 

increase in carbon number (with no change in O:C) and a dramatic reduction in vapor pressure 

[26, 27].  While not all accretion reactions lead to lower vapor pressure species (for example 

esterification), often the increase in carbon number outweighs any reduction in polarity. 

 

Figure 3.1. Major mechanisms in gas and aerosol-phase oxidation.  The three major chemical 
mechanisms that a carbon backbone undergoes in the atmosphere are represented along with their 
interaction with aerosols.  They are described and revised in Kroll and Seinfeld, 2008 [9] and Rudich et al., 
2007 [85].  Both, functionalization and accretion tend to decrease the vapor pressure of species by either 
adding polarity to the molecule or by accreting with other molecules.  Fragmentation cleaves carbon-
carbon bonds of molecules, generally increasing the vapor pressure of products; however, a good 
exception is the ozonolysis of monoterpenes, where both fragmentation and functionalization happen 
simultaneously, adding polarity and decreasing the overall vapor pressure of the products.  The 
competition of these three mechanisms define the fate of molecules in the atmosphere, but it is not clear 
how this competition plays out while molecules and particles age.   

 

The relative effects of these three pathways on organic-aerosol levels and properties 

remain uncertain.  Thermodynamics demands that complete fragmentation (formation of CO2) 

would be the outcome if oxidation continued far enough [4], but most carbon emissions return 

to the surface before complete oxidation [7].  Ambient organic aerosol is highly oxidized [29] 

(with average oxygen to carbon ratios for aerosols varying from 0.5 to 0.9 [29, 87]), with 
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significant carboxylic acid functionality [85], but this does not directly indicate how much of a 

role fragmentation or accretion plays. 

Another issue is the phase in which the chemistry occurs.  The primary focus here is on 

gas-phase chemistry, where both functionalization and fragmentation reactions can occur 

readily.  Heterogeneous uptake of oxidants (i.e. OH) can have similar effects [25].  Accretion 

reactions occur in the condensed phase, either in a primarily organic phase or in the aqueous 

phase.  For the experiments reported here the relative humidity was kept low (RH < 10%), and 

so any condensed phase chemistry occurred in the organic phase.  It is also possible that 

reactive uptake of organic peroxyl radicals (RO2) could influence the organic oxidation 

mechanism and also SOA formation.  However, all experiments described here were performed 

under high-NOx conditions.  The timescale for collisions with aerosols (the condensational sink) 

was significantly longer than the fast RO2 + NO reaction [88, 89], so peroxyl uptake was not 

significant for the experiments presented here. 

While organic aerosol ages in the atmosphere, its oxygenation (indicated by the oxygen 

to carbon ratio, O:C) tends to increase, changing its properties with time [29].  We would 

therefore like to examine the fragmentation susceptibility and SOA formation of individual 

molecules versus oxygenation.  In order to do this, we selected two different sequences of 

molecules, each sequence consisting of atmospherically relevant vapor pressures (Figure 3.2).  

Specifically, we work with molecules that have saturation concentrations (vapor pressures in 

mass concentration units) of ~105 and ~103 µg m-3.  For each sequence, we concentrate on 

molecules that have a different O:C, and that are atmospherically relevant.  The highest O:C we 

have worked with so far is ~0.3:  atmospherically relevant molecules with higher O:C are more 

difficult to synthesize, separate or obtain commercially.  In this manner we are systematically 
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constructing a sequence of oxidation steps, using model compounds to represent both locations 

in the 2D space as well as successive generations of oxidation.  Since vapor pressure data are 

not available for all of the species we worked with, we used the SIMPOL model from Pankow 

and Asher, 2008 [43] and fits from Donahue et al., 2011 [37] to estimate them.  The major 

characteristic encountered is that a molecule with n carbons has a similar vapor pressure to a 

molecule with n-2 carbons and 1 oxygen (with carbonyl functionality).  This characteristic is used 

only as a guide. 

Each sequence contains species with similar vapor pressures because comparison of 

their SOA mass yields reflects the competition between fragmentation, functionalization and 

possibly accretion if important.  If two different chemical species with identical vapor pressures 

had very similar chemical oxidation paths (e.g. competition of functionalization, fragmentation 

and accretion) their SOA mass yields are expected to be similar as well.  That is because with 

every generation of products formed, their overall vapor pressures increase or decrease by a 

similar amount.  If the SOA mass yields are very different, then the different classes of reaction 

pathways (fragmentation, functionalization and accretion) contribute differently to the 

oxidation mechanism.  This approach is similar to that employed by Ziemann and co-workers to 

explore the effects of branching, unsaturation and cyclization on hydrocarbon SOA formation 

[60, 76], but our focus is on the effects of oxygenated functionality as a model for later-

generation chemistry. 

The 105 µg m-3 sequence is n-pentadecane, n-tridecanal, pinonaldehyde, 2-tridecanone, 

and 7-tridecanone.  n-Pentadecane is the “anchor” species in the sequence, defining the 

nominal SOA mass yields we expect from a ~105 µg m-3 species.  Both n-pentadecane and n-

tridecanal [45, 46] are good models of important anthropogenic emissions with respect to 
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chemical and structural characteristics (e.g. vapor pressure, oxidation state, etc.).  

Pinonaldehyde is a major product of the oxidation of α-pinene [90, 91]; multiple studies indicate 

that the molar yield formation of pinonaldehyde from both α-pinene ozonolysis and OH radical 

reaction can approach 50% [31, 32], making it a good model-molecule of the first-generation 

products from the oxidation of monoterpenes.  Finally, 2-tridecanone and 7-tridecanone allow 

us to explore the relationship between the position of carbonyl functionality in the molecule 

and its ability to fragment.  The 103 µg m-3 sequence is n-nonadecane, n-heptadecanal and cis-

pinonic acid.  Both n-nonadecane and n-heptadecanal are chosen as homologous to n-

pentadecane and n-tridecanal.  cis-Pinonic acid is similar to pinonaldehyde and it is also a first-

generation product of α-pinene oxidation [32]. 

  

Figure 3.2.  Two sequences of molecules with progressively increasing oxidation state but similar vapor 
pressures (~10

5  
and ~10

3
 µg m

-3
), shown in a two-dimensional volatility-oxidation state space. The 10

5 
µg 

m
-3 

sequence
 
is: n-pentadecane, n-tridecanal, pinonaldehyde, and 2- and 7-tridecanone (co-located with 

n-tridecanal).  The 10
3
 µg m

-3
 sequence is: n-nonadecane, n-heptadecanal and cis-pinonic acid. The 

species lie in the intermediate volatile organic carbon (IVOC) range occupied by many first-generation 
oxidation products associated with secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation.  Pinonaldehyde and cis-
pinonic acid are first-generation products of α-pinene oxidation.  Ambient oxidized organic aerosol (OOA) 
lies in the ranges indicated, with SV-OOA being fresher, less oxidized and more volatile and LV-OOA being 
more aged and less volatile. 
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Our hypothesis claims that there is a relationship between the oxidation state of a 

molecule and its ability to form SOA.  More oxidized molecules can fragment more easily, as 

shown by Kroll et al., 2009 [25], reducing their ability to form organic aerosol when reacting with 

the OH radical.  Chapter 2 of this thesis and Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010 [92] showed that n-

aldehydes fragment significantly more than n-alkanes with similar vapor pressures, thus forming 

less SOA.  When examining the gas-phase chemistry of  different volatile organic compounds 

(VOCs) with the OH radical in the presence of NOx [23, 28, 62], it is clear the alkoxy radical is the 

leading intermediate that fragments molecules, especially when other functionalities are 

already present [61, 62].   

Our objectives are to a) understand the relationship between the oxidation state of a 

molecule and its ability to form organic aerosol,  b) realize how important fragmentation versus 

functionalization paths are while a molecule ages in the atmosphere and c) report SOA mass 

yields of atmospherically relevant species for which there is limited or no information in the 

literature.  Our model-system does not present highly oxidized precursors as seen in Figure 3.2, 

limiting our conclusions to precursors similar to those found in the early steps of OH radical 

oxidation sequences.  This limitation has to do with the difficulty of synthesizing, separating or 

obtaining commercially material that resembles low volatility-oxidized organic aerosol (LV-OOA) 

[29].   

3.2 Experimental  
 

We conducted experiments in the Carnegie Mellon University smog chamber.  Many details of 

our experimental procedures are described elsewhere [65].  The FEP Teflon (Welch 

Fluorocarbon) chamber has a maximum volume capacity of 12 m3.  The bag is suspended inside 

a temperature-controlled room, which was held at 295 K for these experiments.  All the 
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experiments were conducted under high-NOx conditions (maximum of 4 ppbC/ppb-NOx).  Table 

B in the Appendices lists the specific concentrations and important concentration ratios for all 

the experiments.  Particle number–size distributions were monitored using a scanning mobility 

particle sizer operating in recirculating mode (SMPS, TSI classifier model 3080, CPC model 3772 

or 3010, 15 - 700 nm Dp).  The concentrations of the different organic species were monitored 

with a unit mass-resolution proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon 

GmbH).  For each experiment, HONO photolysis was used to create OH radicals.  Additional 

nitric oxide (NO) was added to achieve the desired VOC:NOx ratio.  Ammonium sulfate particles 

(Sigma Aldrich, 99.99%) were used as inert seeds for condensation.  These were formed from an 

aqueous solution with a nebulizer (TSI 3075), then dried and neutralized.  We used seed 

concentrations of ~104 particles cm-3 or ~10 to 15 µg m-3.    The organic species used were n-

tridecanal (Alfa Aesar, 94%), pinonaldehyde (synthesized in Carnegie Mellon Laboratory, ~85%), 

2-tridecanone (MP Biomedicals), 7-tridecanone (MP Biomedicals), n-nonadecane (Ultra, 99%), n-

heptadecanal (synthesized in Carnegie Mellon Laboratory, ~85%) and cis-pinonic acid (98%, 

Aldrich).  These molecules were all used without further purification. UV lights (General Electric 

10526 black lights) with a JNO2 = 0.06 min-1 were used to initiate photo-oxidation after all the 

components were mixed in the chamber.   

3.2.1 Injection of molecules into the chamber 

 

Molecules in the 105 µg m-3 sequence were injected directly into the chamber via a septum.  

Molecules in the 103 µg m-3 sequence (Figure 3.2) were injected into the chamber using a 

resistively heated vaporizer.  This vaporizer has a resistive graphite tip where the material of 

interest is placed, which is suspended directly in the chamber.  This vaporizer heats up to about 

200° C in about two minutes.  A steel tube is used to allow a flow of air to dissipate the material 
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from the tip into the chamber.  Some graphite is ejected from the tip while heated, but the 

concentrations are significantly lower than the organic precursors.  Based on PTR-MS mass 

spectra of the injection products, there was no evidence of precursor decomposition during 

vaporization.  

3.2.2 SOA Mass Yield and Wall Loss Calculations 

 

This topic is approached for the first time in Chapter 2, section 2.2.2 and reviewed in here.  The 

SOA mass yield from a reaction is defined as the mass of organic aerosol formed divided by the 

mass of precursor consumed [12],  

   
   

           
   (2.4) 

where     is the mass of organic aerosol created, and             is the mass of the precursor 

organic species consumed to form the organic aerosol (   ) and other products.  We 

determined SOA mass yields for the different organic species based on volume growth on the 

inorganic seeds, measured with the SMPS.  

Total SOA production (   ) is determined by using the ratio of suspended organic 

aerosol (   
   ) to suspended ammonium sulfate (     

   ) and the initial concentration of 

ammonium sulfate      
        ), as described by Hildebrandt et al., 2009 [65]: 

       
   

      

     
      

      
              (2.5) 

     
       is obtained by fitting an exponential decay to the ammonium sulfate volume 

concentration (measured with the SMPS and verified with an Aerosol Mass Spectrometer) over 

the interval between seed injection (and mixing) in the chamber and the onset of photo-
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oxidation.  Extrapolation of this signal after the photo-oxidation process starts defines the seed 

mass concentration as a function of time. 

At time 0 (onset of photo-oxidation) and later, the difference between the total aerosol 

mass concentration in the chamber (measured with an SMPS) and the extrapolated ammonium-

sulfate mass concentration is considered the    
      .  To obtain the total        from the 

suspended mass concentration we correct for wall losses, assuming that organic particles lost to 

the wall are in equilibrium with the suspended particles and vapor-phase species, and also that 

the organic to seed mass ratio remains the same for suspended and deposited particles.  .  This 

is the upper-limit estimate for SOA production explained in Weitkamp et al., 2007 [67].  There is 

approximately a 20% difference in SOA mass yields for each species studied when assuming 

particles lost to the walls are in equilibrium with the suspended particles (upper limit) versus 

assuming that no further condensation occurs once particles have deposited (lower limit).  This 

percentage has been observed in current and past experiments [92]. 

3.2.3 Measurement of reactants 

 

The concentrations of reactants were monitored with a unit mass-resolution proton transfer 

reaction-mass spectrometer (PTR-MS).  The fragments used to track concentrations are those of 

the MW + 1 for n-tridecanal, pinonaldehyde, 2- and 7-tridecanone.  The PTR-MS sensitivity at 

these fragment masses was previously calibrated with those species.  A key assumption is that 

interferences from other species were minimal.  An exception to this was n-tridecanal, discussed 

in Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010 [92], where a Cn-1 dicarbonyl is formed due to isomerization. 

We used m/z 43 and 57 to follow the concentrations and respective consumption of n-

heptadecanal and n-nonadecane.  The signal corresponding to their MW + 1 was too low, thus a 
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higher-intensity but less selective fragment was used.  The specifics of using m/z 43 and 57 with 

a PTR-MS are described in Jobson et al., 2005 [93] and are also applied in Presto et al., 2010  

[72].  The difficulty with using either m/z 43 and 57 as a proxy of reactant concentration is that 

with time, the signal does not decay as quickly as the precursor is consumed.  This is because 

first- and second-generation products contribute to m/z 43 and 57 as well. In some cases this 

interference is reduced because the products partition into the aerosol phase and do not 

produce a PTR-MS signal.  We also use methanol as a radical tracer in all experiments.  We 

measured it with a PTR-MS (specifically m/z 33) to determine the concentration of OH radicals 

during the experiments.  OH concentrations and kinetic rate constants allow us to predict 

concentrations of the different precursors and compare with the initial decay of m/z 43 and 57.  

Methanol concentrations in all the experiments conducted were lower than the precursor-

molecules themselves.  This is done to minimize the effect of methanol on the radical balance.  

Also, the relatively low rate constant of methanol + OH radical minimizes its effect on the overall 

chemistry. 

3.2.4 Synthesis of Organic Species 

 

We synthesized n-heptadecanal and pinonaldehyde following McMurry et al., 1987 [94], as they 

are not commercially available.  Products were formed via ozonolysis in solution, as shown in 

Figure I in the Appendices.  1-Octadecene (Acros Organics, 90%) and α-pinene (Aldrich, 99%) 

were used as reactants for n-heptadecanal and pinonaldehyde, respectively.  The synthesis 

started with formation of the secondary ozonide, which was kept stable by maintaining a 

temperature of -78o C with a dry-ice ethanol slurry.  After the ozonide was formed, dimethyl 

sulfide (DMS) was added to reduce the ozonide to the respective carbonyls.  After adding DMS, 

the products were held at room temperature for about three hours, after which they were 
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extracted with water to remove water-soluble contaminants.  Finally, a simple distillation 

procedure vaporized solvents and other volatile impurities.  We used Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (H1 NMR, HSQC and Tocsy) to determine products and yields from the synthesis.  The 

spectra are shown in the Appendices in Figures J through M.   

3.3 Results 
 

SOA mass yields for the 105 µg m-3 sequence (n-tridecanal, pinonaldehyde, 2- and 7-tridecanone, 

and n-pentadecane) are presented in Figure 3.3 and 3.4.  All of these species were exposed to 

similar OH and NOx concentrations, and none of the reagents showed significant losses to the 

walls before the OH-radical source was turned on, indicating that wall losses such as those 

reported by Matsunaga and Ziemann [95], were not a problem.  The OH radical was always in 

excess than any of the parent molecule studied.  n-Pentadecane SOA mass yields are shown as a 

function reproducing data from Presto et al., 2010 [72] and n-tridecanal yields are from Chacon-

Madrid et al., 2010 [92].   We shall use the n-pentadecane mass yield curve for reference 

throughout this discussion.  n-Pentadecane oxidation produces significantly more SOA than 

either pinonaldehyde or n-tridecanal, but within uncertainty, yields for those two aldehydes are 

identical, as shown in Figure 3.3.  The 2- and 7-tridecanone SOA mass yields are presented in 

Figure 3.4.  Both n-ketones have significantly lower SOA mass yields than the reference n-

alkane, and the 7-tridecanone yields are identical to n-tridecanal yields, within error.  The 2-

tridecanone mass yields are larger than the n-tridecanal yields in the 30 to 50 µg m-3 range of 

SOA formed. 
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Figure 3.3.  SOA mass yields of organic species with vapor pressures of 10
5 

µg m
-3

.  n-Tridecanal, 
pinonaldehyde and n-pentadecane SOA mass yields after the OH radical reaction at high NOx are 
presented here.  n-Pentadecane yields are a fit that comes from Presto et al., 2010 [72].  The suppression 
of SOA yields for n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde vs. n-pentadecane are related to the tendency of the 
aldehydic moiety to fragment relatively quickly as detailed in Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010 [92].  At this 
point, it is not clear how the ketone and cyclobutane moieties influence the SOA formation from 
pinonaldehyde, if at all. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.4.  SOA mass yields of ketones with vapor pressures of 10
5 

µg m
-3

.  2- and 7-tridecanone SOA 
mass yields are slightly different.  The lower efficiency of 7-tridecanone to form SOA might be related to 
higher fragmentation paths when it reacts with the OH radical as compared to 2-tridecanone.  
Additionally, splitting the molecule in the middle might have bigger consequences on SOA production 
versus splitting it on the side (e.g. 2-tridecanone).  However, the differences in SOA yields are not as 
pronounced as the mechanisms would suggest.  Photolysis might play a more important role on the 
oxidation products of 2-tridecanone.    
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SOA mass yields for the 103 µg m-3 sequence (n-heptadecanal and n-nonadecane) are 

shown in Figure 3.5.  Because the vapor pressures of the precursors themselves are quite low, 

we kept the injections and subsequent SOA formation to a relatively low (and atmospherically 

relevant) range of < 10 µg m-3.  We do not report yields for cis-pinonic acid in Figure 3.5 because 

we were not confident we could accurately measure its vapor concentrations with the PTR-MS.  

Nonetheless, cis-pinonic acid oxidation produced a significant amount of SOA, with mass yields 

appearing to be larger than n-heptadecanal but lower than n-nonadecane. 

The precision of the experiments can be seen in Figure 3.3.  The SOA mass yields of n-

tridecanal are composed of two different experiments, one in the region of 0 to ~25 µg m-3, and 

the other in the region of ~25 to ~400 µg m-3.  The two experiments form an overlapping yield 

curve.  Pinonaldehyde has a similar mechanism to n-tridecanal when reacting with the OH 

radical and a similar vapor pressure.  Figure 3.3 shows that yields of pinonaldehyde match those 

of n-tridecanal, again demonstrating the good precision of the measurements. All the 

experiments performed resulted in SOA mass yields above blank experiments, including the 

aldehydes. 

All the different experiments performed reached equilibrium between the organic 

aerosol-phase and the gas-phase within the experimental time frame.  Particles grew rapidly 

during the first hour of each experiment due to the high OH radical concentration, but after the 

first to second hour of photo-oxidation, the particles stopped growing.  There was no evidence 

for any substantial delay in condensational growth that would be associated with a significant 

delay in equilibration.  This is consistent with other experiments performed in our laboratories 

[96, 97].  Consequently, we believe that there were no substantial mass-transfer limitations 
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during these experiments that would affect our conclusions regarding the competition between 

fragmentation, functionalization and accretion effects on SOA formation. 

 

Figure 3.5.  SOA mass yields of organic species with vapor pressure of ~10
3  

µg m
-3

.  n-Pentadecane (from 
the 10

5 
µg m

-3 
sequence)

 
is shown as a reference.  The differences in SOA mass yields between n-

nonadecane and n-heptadecanal are not surprising.  The aldehydic moiety is very reactive and causes 
fragmentation at high NOx, while the n-nonadecane does not have relevant first-generation 
fragmentation paths. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 n-Tridecanal and Pinonaldehyde vs. n-Pentadecane 

 

The aldehydic moiety appears to dominate n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde chemistry as 

compared with n-pentadecane.  This is responsible for the differences in SOA mass yields seen in 

Figure 3.3.  Fragmentation overwhelms the first-generation chemical mechanism of 

pinonaldehyde and n-tridecanal as discussed in Chacon-Madrid et al., 2010 [92].  The 

fragmentation path is important in the presence of NOx [23].  The chemical mechanism of a 

generic aldehyde reacting with OH radical in the presence of NOx is presented in Chapter 2, 

Figure 2.1.  
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Fragmentation in the first generation of aldehyde oxidation evidently only occurs when 

the OH radical attacks the aldehydic moiety, which tends to be very reactive.  For example, 

according to structure activity relationships (SAR) from Kwok and Atkinson, 1995 [42], the 

aldehydic moiety is attacked ~54% and ~79% of the time (relative to other sites in the molecule) 

for n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde, respectively, when attacked by OH.  Not every attack on the 

aldehydic moiety ends in fragmentation,  but the molecules that do not fragment after 

aldehydic attack form peroxyacyl nitrates (PANs) [98], which in this case are too volatile to form 

SOA. 

The fragmentation path is thought to be negligible for n-pentadecane, at least in the 

first oxidation steps [59, 81].  As shown in Figure 3.3, a higher SOA mass yield is the result of 

functionalizing a molecule without significant fragmentation.  Linear n-alkanes are especially 

strong SOA precursors because branched alkanes can fragment more easily, as shown by Lim 

and Ziemann, 2009a,b [60, 76] and others [99].  While the first-generation oxidation products 

from pendatecane include carbonyls, they are larger and less volatile than n-tridecanal or 

pinonaldehyde.  Since the first oxidation steps for n-pentadecane do not include fragmentation, 

its oxidized products will have significantly lower vapor pressures, making them more likely to 

partition into the aerosol phase [10, 11].  

3.4.2 n-Tridecanal versus Pinonaldehyde 

 

The two important structural differences between n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde are the four-

member cycle and the ketone functionality present in pinonaldehyde but not in n-tridecanal.  

Regardless, the aldehydic moiety is the most reactive in both molecules.  Since the aldehydic 

moiety leads to a significant amount of fragmentation in the presence of NOx, it is not a surprise 
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to see similar SOA mass yields in these aldehydes that are significantly lower than those of n-

pentadecane.   

The high fragmentation of n-tridecanal products was discussed in Chacon-Madrid et al., 

2010 [92].  Figure 3.6 presents strong evidence of pinonaldehyde fragmentation to form nor-

pinonaldehyde.  In the figure, t = 0 is the start of photo-oxidation. The initial OH radical 

concentration (determined by consumption of methanol) was ~107 molecule cm-3; the OH 

concentration dropped by an order of magnitude after the first hour.  After about 1.5 h of 

photo-oxidation, the nor-pinonaldehyde signal started to decline because the reaction with OH 

exceeded its production due to declining pinonaldehyde levels.  These data show that nor-

pinonaldehyde (with 9 carbons) forms with a ~50% molar yield.  This is much larger than the 

~4% molar yield of n-dodecanal formation from n-tridecanal presented in Chacon-Madrid et al., 

2010 [92], showing that the Cn-1 alkoxy radical from pinonaldehyde, with a stiff cyclic backbone, 

is not capable of isomerizing (Figure 2.1, Chapter 2). 

 
 
Figure 3.6.  Pinonaldehyde + OH radical in the presence of NOx.  Consumption of m/z 169 (molecular 
weight of pinonaldehyde + 1 in a PTR-MS), and the formation of m/z 155 (molecular weight of nor-
pinonaldehyde +1).  nor-Pinonaldehyde molar yield from the OH radical oxidation of pinonaldehyde in the 
presence of NOx is about ~50%.   
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n-Tridecanal and pinonaldehyde SOA mass yields are identical within uncertainty (Figure 

3.3).  Two factors may explain this similarity.  First, the initial attack by OH on n-tridecanal and 

pinonaldehyde happens overwhelmingly on the aldehydic moiety, resulting in product-species 

with one fewer carbon as their major products.  Second, even though the aldehydic moiety on 

pinonaldehyde may be slightly more reactive than n-tridecanal (giving more fragmentation), the 

attack on the rest of the molecule (mainly the four-member-cycle) can be very efficient at 

adding polarity without causing the molecule to split in two different products.     

3.4.3 2- versus 7-Tridecanone SOA mass yields 

 

These two molecules are an ideal model system to explore the importance of the position of the 

ketone functionality in a molecule and its effect on SOA production.  Broadly, if the ketone 

functionality promotes fragmentation, 7-tridecanone SOA yields could be very small (the 

molecule would split in half), while 2-tridecanone SOA yields might be intermediate.  A hotspot 

of first-generation reactivity of ketones with the OH radical is the β-hydrogens [100] (Figure 3.7).  

For 7-tridecanone, the β-hydrogens are thought to account for ~47% of the first-generation 

reaction with the OH radical (following Kwok and Atkinson, 1995 [42]).  For 2-tridecanone, 

attack on β-hydrogens is only ~27% because there is only one β-carbon.  A partial mechanism 

for 7-tridecanone is presented in Figure 3.7, showing the attack on the β-hydrogens that can 

lead to fragmentation.  This fragmentation path results in the formation of n-hexanal, which we 

observed by PTR-MS (Figure N, Appendices).  This particular fragmentation path might not be 

important for 2-tridecanone because of the low reactivity of the terminal CH3- with the β-alkoxy 

radical at the isomerization stage.  Attack on the α-hydrogens could also lead to fragmentation: 

this path could lead to an α-alkoxy radical that would preferably fragment [9].  However, the 
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reactivity of the α-hydrogens by OH radical is thought to be slightly reduced because of the 

presence of the carbonyl [100], making this a minor pathway. 

 
 
Figure 3.7.  A partial high-NOx OH-radical oxidation mechanism of 7-tridecanone, emphasizing the OH 
radical attack of the β-hydrogens. Figure N in the Appendices shows evidence of n-hexanal formation 
from the OH radical oxidation of 7-tridecanone at high NOx. 
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The consequence of having a ketone functional group in the center versus the side can 

be seen in Figure 3.4.  Fragmenting a molecule in the center divides it into two higher vapor-

pressure product molecules, which suppresses SOA formation.  It is clear in Figure 3.4 that 2-

tridecanone is more efficient at forming SOA, as expected.  However, it is somewhat surprising 

that the 2-tridecanone SOA yields are as low as they are.  This could be due to photolysis of the 

oxidation products, given that Presto et al., 2005 [97] has shown that UV lights can have an 

important suppression effect on SOA formation, but this requires further investigation. 

3.4.4 n-Nonadecane, n-Heptadecanal and cis-Pinonic Acid 

 

The less volatile sequence follows a similar pattern as the more volatile sequence, as shown in 

Figure 3.5.  n-Nonadecane has significantly higher SOA mass yields than n-heptadecanal.  The 

aldehyde again presents lower SOA mass yields due to higher fragmentation.  It is not obvious 

that this should be so.  As an n-aldehyde becomes as large as n-heptadecane, its reactivity and 

SOA yields might resemble that of an n-alkane of comparable volatility rather than smaller 

aldehydes, simply because the long carbon backbone and not the aldehydic moiety would 

become the principal site of OH attack [92].  Furthermore, a molecule as large as n-heptadecane 

might have a slightly different oxidation mechanism than smaller n-aldehydes (<C11), even if the 

aldehydic moiety plays a role.  For example, alkoxy radicals formed on the carbon backbone of 

n-heptadecanal are more likely to isomerize towards the aldehydic functionality, promoting 

fragmentation.  This path was proposed by Jenkin et al., 2000 [63], where an acyl-oxy radical 

formed from the ozonolysis of α-pinene attacks an internal aldehydic moiety.  However, we do 

not have direct evidence to support this proposed pathway.  Another reason for the relatively 

low SOA yields from n-heptadecanal could be higher photolysis rates for the reaction products, 

compared to n-nonadecane. 
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As mentioned before, we did not present SOA mass yields for cis-pinonic acid in Figure 

3.5 because of difficulty measuring the cis-pinonic acid concentration.  Nonetheless, based on 

injected quantities, yields appeared to be higher than the similar vapor pressure aldehyde but 

lower than the respective n-alkane.  The probable strength of the SOA yields from cis-pinonic 

acid is related to its cyclic structure.  The first-generation OH radical attack favors two of the 

tertiary-carbons and the secondary-carbon placed in the cycle.  Even if an intermediate alkoxy 

radical is able to create a carbon-carbon scission, only one product is formed instead of two of 

higher-volatility.  

3.5 Environmental Significance 
 

Understanding how SOA formation capability evolves through the full oxidation sequence of 

organics in the atmosphere is critical in order to improve predictions of ambient SOA formation 

and evolution.  Most chemical transport models (CTMs) under-predict the concentrations of 

organic aerosol [101, 102].  This may be due to the lack of multi-generation oxidation 

mechanisms in CTMs.  In this paper, we have systematically explored the oxidation of different 

molecules that are proxies for first-generation oxidation products.  From n-pentadecane, n-

tridecanal, 2-, 7-tridecanone and pinonaldehyde to n-nonadecane, n-heptadecanal and cis-

pinonic acid, we noticed a higher susceptibility for more oxidized molecules to fragment more 

easily than less oxidized species of similar vapor pressures, based on SOA mass yields.  However, 

neither oxidation state nor O:C is enough to predict the ability of a species to produce SOA.  All 

oxidized organics produce less SOA than n-alkanes of similar vapor pressures, but there are 

specific moieties – such as aldehydes under high-NOx conditions –   that can fragment efficiently 

in the first generation of the OH radical attack. The presence of these moieties, rather than O:C 

in general, appears to be important to SOA formation. 
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     Our major conclusion is that even though carbon backbones become more susceptible to 

fragmentation as they age, that aging can still add substantially to organic aerosol formation.  

While more oxidized molecules are more likely to fragment, they will also contribute 

significantly to organic aerosol formation. For example, pinonaldehyde, a major product of α-

pinene, has SOA yields very similar to those of α-pinene itself [103].  cis-Pinonic acid also has 

substantial yields.  It is critical to understand the contribution of SOA from aging mechanisms 

and implement them in CTMs in order to better predict organic aerosol levels and properties.  

This work represents the beginning of that process – it does not include highly oxidized species 

and makes no conclusions with regards to the heterogeneous oxidation of such species.  

Ultimately, we hope to be able to select key model species throughout the 2D space shown in 

Figure 3.2 in order to constrain the full kinetics and mechanisms of organic-aerosol evolution 

caused by gas-phase photo-oxidation.    
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4 Chapter 4 – Photo-oxidation of 

pinonaldehyde at low NOx: from chemistry 

to organic aerosol formation 

 

Abstract 
 

Pinonaldehyde oxidation by OH radicals under low-NOx conditions produces significant 

secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass yields.  Under concurrent UV illumination, mass yields are 

lower than high-NOx yields published earlier by our group.  However, when OH radicals are 

produced via dark ozonolysis the SOA mass yields are comparable at high and low NOx.  Because 

pinonaldehyde is a major first-generation gas-phase product of α-pinene oxidation by either 

ozone or OH radicals, its potential to form SOA serves as a molecular counterpoint to bulk SOA 

aging experiments involving SOA formed from α-pinene.  Both the general tendency for aging 

reactions to produce more SOA and the sensitivity of the low-NOx products to UV photolysis 

observed in the bulk clearly occur for this single species as well.  Photochemical oxidation of 

pinonaldehye and analogous first-generation terpene oxidation products are potentially a 

significant source of additional SOA in biogenically influenced air masses. 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

Organic aerosols are dynamic in part because the organic compounds that comprise it can 

undergo multiple generations of oxidation in the atmosphere.  At each step, the reaction 

products will depend on ambient conditions, and yet most attention to date has focused on 

first-generation oxidation products.  α-Pinene is the monoterpene with the highest estimated 

emissions [104], and pinonaldehyde is one of the highest yield yet most volatile products of α-

pinene oxidation by ozone and OH radicals, with molar yields ranging from 20-25% [31, 32].  

Pinonaldehyde is an excellent first-generation product to study because it can give insight into 

the chemistry and additional SOA formation potential of other products from monoterpene 

photo-oxidation.  C10-keto-aldehydes are one such example, since most have very similar 

chemical structures [33, 36, 105, 106].  There are also limited data on the chemistry of 

pinonaldehyde and chemically similar compounds in the literature [91], though we recently 

described SOA chemistry under high-NOx conditions [107].  It is also important to explore its 

chemistry in low-NOx conditions, given that products of biogenic species are concentrated in 

areas where NOx concentrations are low [105, 108].  That is the focus here. 

4.1.1 Pinonaldehyde as a key molecule 

 

Due to the significant amount of non-methane hydrocarbon emissions in the form of 

monoterpenes [109], it is important to study their later-generation photo-oxidation products 

and their ongoing contributions to organic-aerosol formation.  By doing so, we can develop a 

better understanding of photo-chemical aerosol aging, which we define as the continuous 

photochemistry of progressively oxidized material either as vapors or part of aerosols [3, 25, 85, 

107].  Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) can benefit greatly by properly including SOA 
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formation from biogenic later-generation products, especially since there has been an 

underestimation of organic aerosol formation from computer simulations [110]. 

We concentrate on pinonaldehyde because of its high-yield formation as a product of α-

pinene and its fast reactivity with the OH radical [91].  Its structure, presented in Figure 4.1, 

consists of a C10-keto-aldehyde constructed around a substituted cyclobutane.  Similar 

structures can be found in other products of oxidation from different monoterpenes, such as 

caronaldehyde and limononaldehyde, among others [35, 36, 111].  Pinonaldehyde can therefore 

give us an understanding of SOA formation potential from other similar first-generation 

products of biogenic nature.  Because it is relatively volatile and prone to fragmentation, it is in 

some sense a worst-case example of aging chemistry; if pinonaldehyde produces substantial 

SOA under both high- and low-NOx conditions, it is extremely likely that many other less volatile 

first-generation α-pinene oxidation products will be as or more effective as sources of additional 

SOA. 

 

Figure 4.1.  Pinonaldehyde (C10H16O2) is a C10-keto-aldehyde structure with a characteristic cyclobutane.  
Similar structures can be found in other products of photo-oxidation from different monoterpenes.  It is a 
highly reactive molecule, with an OH-radical lifetime in the order of hours. 
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4.1.2 Chemistry of aldehydes under low-NOx conditions 

 

  OH + hydrocarbon chemistry at low NOx is very different that at high NOx.  Notable differences 

are the absence of organic nitrate (R-ONO2) formation at low NOx and the strong production of 

hydroperoxides (ROOH) [9, 34, 112].  Evidence of ROOH formation has been presented by 

Docherty et al., [113] as well by Maksymiuk et al., [114] in 2D-NMR samples of terpene 

ozonolysis products, absent of NOx 

The aldehydic hydrogen is the most reactive site in the pinonaldehyde molecule when 

attacked by the OH radical [23, 92].  According to structure-reactivity relationships from Kwok 

and Atkinson, [42], OH attacks the aldehydic hydrogen ~79% of the time versus ~21% in the rest 

of the molecule.  Figure 4.2 presents a simplified reaction path of a generic aldehyde + OH.  

When aldehydes are attacked by the OH radical, an acyl-hydroperoxide (RC(O)OOH; blue 

structure, Figure 4.2), also called peroxyacid, can be formed [115-117].  Photolysis can then play 

an important role, however, breaking the acyl-hydroperoxide into an acyl-oxy radical (green 

structure, Figure 4.2), which can also be formed from R(O)OO + RO2. 

The important characteristic of aldehyde + OH photo-oxidation, in the presence or 

absence of NOx, is that it systematically forms first-generation products with one fewer carbon 

atoms.  Under high-NOx conditions n-aldehyde SOA mass yields are significantly smaller than 

yields from a similar vapor pressure n-alkane [92]; yields are close to those for a much more 

volatile n-alkane with 1 carbon less than the aldehyde.  It is one of our objectives to understand 

the importance of this fragmentation path under low-NOx conditions. 
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Figure 4.2.  A simplified aldehyde + OH radical chemical-path in the absence of NOx.  After the aldehyde 
(red structure) is attacked, an acyl-peroxy radical is formed. In the absence of NOx, the acyl-peroxy radical 
forms a peroxyacid (blue structure) or an acyl-oxy radical (green structure) when reacting with HO2 or RO2, 
respectively.  The acyl-oxy radical decomposes quickly, losing one carbon. 

 

4.1.3 Objectives 

 

Our goals are to (a) present SOA mass yields under low-NOx conditions for pinonaldehyde over 

an atmospherically relevant range of organic aerosol concentrations (COA) and compare results 

to those of n-tridecanal and α-pinene for similar conditions, (b) understand the difference in 

SOA mass yields for pinonaldehyde between low- and high-NOx conditions, and (c) determine 

whether first-generation products of biogenic photo-oxidation (such as pinonaldehyde) are 

significant additional contributors of SOA. 

Comparison of n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde gives us insight into the aldehydic moiety 

and its ability to form SOA under different concentrations of NOx.  α-Pinene and pinonaldehyde 

yields are compared to infer how much SOA is formed by first-generation products.  We also 

determine SOA mass yields of pinonaldehyde in the dark, using tetramethylethylene (TME) + O3 
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as a source of OH radical.  A dark experiment allows us to determine the effect of UV lights on 

pinonaldehyde photo-oxidation. 

4.2 Experimental  
 

The experiments are conducted in the Carnegie Mellon University smog-chamber.  The details of 

experimental procedures are described elsewhere [65].  The FEP Teflon (Welch Fluorocarbon) 

chamber has a volume capacity between 10 and 12 m3.  The bag is suspended inside a 

temperature-controlled room, which is held at 295 K for all experiments described here.  The 

experiments are conducted under low-NOx conditions (< 10 ppb).  Particle number and size 

distributions are monitored with a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) operating in 

recirculation mode (TSI classifier model 3080, CPC model 3772 or 3010, 15 - 700 nm Dp).  The 

concentrations of the gas-phase organic species are monitored with a unit mass-resolution 

proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon GmbH).  For each experiment, 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Sigma Aldrich, 50/50 in water) photolysis is used to create OH radicals, 

and the relative humidity is kept under ~20%.    Ammonium sulfate particles (Sigma Aldrich, 

99.99%) are used as inert seeds for condensation of low-volatility organic oxidation products.  

These are formed from an aqueous solution with a nebulizer (TSI 3075), then dried and 

neutralized.  We use seed concentrations of ~104 particles cm-3 with mass in the range of ~10 to 

20 µg m-3.  The organic species used are n-tridecanal (Alfa Aesar, 94%), pinonaldehyde 

(synthesized in Carnegie Mellon Laboratory, ~85%), and α-pinene (Sigma Aldrich, >99%).  These 

molecules are all used without further purification.  UV lights (General Electric 10526 black 

lights) with a JNO2 < 0.06 min-1 are used for initiation and during photo-oxidation after all the 

components are mixed in the chamber.  For dark experiments, tetratmethylethylene (TME, 

Aldrich, 99%) ozonolysis was performed as a source of OH radicals [118]. 
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4.2.1 SOA Mass Yields and Wall Loss Calculations 

 

This topic is approached for the first time in Chapter 2 and 3, sections 2.2.2 and 3.2.2 and 

reviewed in here.  The SOA mass yield from a chemical precursor is calculated as the ratio of 

organic aerosol mass formed divided by the mass of precursor consumed [12], 

   
   

           
   (2.4) 

     is the organic aerosol mass formed, and             is the mass of the precursor 

organic species consumed while forming     and other, gas-phase products.  We determined 

SOA mass yields for the different organic precursors based on volume growth of organic aerosol, 

measured with the SMPS, during each oxidation experiment.  

Because Eq. 2.4 is a mass balance, one must account for organic aerosol mass losses 

during an experiment – especially wall losses.  Suspended particles can deposit to the chamber 

walls, and condensable organic vapors can either condense onto those deposited particles, or 

they can be lost to the chamber walls.  Here we assume that condensable vapors interact with 

particles deposited on the chamber walls, and that the mass growth of those deposited particles 

follows that of the suspended particles.  In this case the total SOA production (   ) is 

determined by using the ratio of suspended organic aerosol (   
   ) to suspended ammonium 

sulfate (     
   ) and the initial concentration of ammonium sulfate      

        ), as described by 

Hildebrandt et al.  [65]: 

       
   

      

     
      

      
              (2.5) 

     
       is obtained by fitting an exponential decay to the ammonium sulfate volume 

concentration (measured with the SMPS and verified with a High Resolution-Aerosol Mass 
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Spectrometer) over the interval between seed injection (and mixing) in the chamber and the 

onset of photo-oxidation.  Extrapolation of this signal after the photo-oxidation process starts 

defines the seed mass concentration as a function of time. 

At time 0 (onset of photo-oxidation) and later, the difference between the total aerosol 

mass concentration in the chamber (measured with an SMPS) and the extrapolated ammonium 

sulfate mass concentration is considered    
      .  To obtain the total        from the 

suspended mass concentration, we correct for wall losses, assuming that organic particles lost 

to the wall are in equilibrium with the suspended particles and vapor-phase species, and also 

that the organic to seed mass ratio remains the same for suspended and deposited particles.    

This is the upper-limit estimate for SOA production explained in Weitkamp et al., 2007 [67].  

There is approximately a 20% difference in SOA mass yields for each species studied when 

assuming particles lost to the walls are in equilibrium with the suspended particles (upper limit) 

versus assuming that no further condensation occurs once particles have deposited (lower 

limit).  This percentage has been observed in current and past experiments [92, 107].  The SOA 

mass yields in this work are presented using an aerosol density of unity (1 μg m-3). 

4.2.2 Measurement of reactants 

 

The concentrations of reactants are monitored with a unit mass-resolution PTR-MS.  The 

fragments used to track concentrations are those of the MW + 1 or MW + 1 – 18 (dehydrated 

form) for n-tridecanal, pinonaldehyde and α-pinene.  The PTR-MS sensitivity at these fragment 

masses was previously calibrated with those species.  A key assumption is that interferences 

from other species were minimal.   
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We also use methanol as an OH radical tracer in all experiments.  We measure it with 

the PTR-MS (at m/z 33) to determine the concentration of OH radicals during the experiments.  

OH concentrations and kinetic rate constants allow us to predict concentrations of the different 

precursors and compare with the initial decay of their respective MW + 1 or MW + 1 – 18 

(dehydrated form).  Methanol concentrations in all experiments are lower or equal to those of 

the precursor molecules, and methanol is also substantially less reactive with OH.  Consequently 

the methanol has a minimal effect on the radical balance.   

4.2.3 Synthesis of Pinonaldehyde 

 

We synthesize pinonaldehyde following McMurry et al. [94], as it is not commercially available.  

Products are formed via ozonolysis in solution, as shown in Figure I in the Appendices.  α-Pinene 

(Sigma Aldrich, >99%) is used as the parent reactant for pinonaldehyde.  The synthesis starts 

with formation of the secondary ozonide, which is kept stable by maintaining a temperature of -

78o C with a dry-ice ethanol slurry.  After the ozonide is formed, dimethyl sulfide (DMS) is added 

to reduce the ozonide to pinonaldehyde.  After adding DMS, the products are held at room 

temperature for about three hours, after which they are extracted with water to remove water-

soluble contaminants.  Finally, a simple distillation procedure vaporizes solvents and other 

volatile impurities.  We use Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (H NMR, HSQC and Tocsy) to 

determine products and yields from the synthesis.  The spectra are shown in the Appendices, 

Figures J to M.   

4.3 Results 
 

Following Odum et al. [12], we plot SOA mass yields vs. the organic aerosol concentration (COA).  

In all experiments presented here there was no evidence for precursor decay before the onset 
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of photochemistry and there was no evidence for delayed condensation of organic aerosol after 

the cessation of photochemistry.  Both issues are important for the interpretation of accurate 

equilibrium mass yields.  We observed no evidence of precursor wall losses, in contrast to the 

results presented in Matsunaga and Ziemann [95].  After injection into the smog chamber, 

precursor concentrations were monitored for about a half an hour before start of photo-

oxidation with no evident decay.  This is important because losses to the walls would suppress 

calculated SOA mass yields.  The reproducibility and precision of the experiments can be 

observed in Figure 4.3. 

 

Figure 4.3.  Pinonaldehyde and n-tridecanal SOA mass yields at high and low NOx.  The potential to form 
organic aerosol from pinonaldehyde + OH – and n-tridecanal – is less than that from n-pentadecane + OH 
under high and low NOx.  n-Pentadecane yields come from Presto et al. [72].  Pinonaldehyde (triangles) 
and n-tridecanal (squares), independent from NOx concentration, suffer fragmentation paths in its first-
generation chemistry that limits its SOA formation potential.  n-Alkanes such as n-pentadecane do not 
experience significant fragmentation in their first-generation chemistry [59]. 

 

All experiments presented in this manuscript reached equilibrium between the organic 

aerosol-phase and the gas-phase within the experimental time frame.  Specifically, particles 

grew rapidly during the first hour of each experiment due to the high OH radical concentration, 
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but after the first hour or two of photo-oxidation, the particles stopped growing. There was no 

evidence for any substantial delay in condensational growth that would be associated with a 

significant delay in equilibration.  The median particle diameters were thus stable following 

completion of the oxidation chemistry, and so we conclude that the gas and condensed-phases 

were in equilibrium, as any disequilibrium would constitute a driving force for condensation (or 

evaporation).   This is consistent with other experiments performed in our laboratories [96, 97].  

Consequently, we believe that there were no substantial mass-transfer limitations during these 

experiments that would affect our conclusions regarding the competition between 

fragmentation, functionalization and accretion effects on SOA formation. 

SOA mass yields for pinonaldehyde and n-tridecanal under high- and low-NOx conditions 

are presented in Figure 4.3.  In the same figure, a function from Presto et al., [72] for n-

pentadecane (blue) SOA mass yield under high-NOx is presented for comparison.  Mass yields 

are plotted as a function of the organic-aerosol concentration because the products are semi-

volatile.  The equilibrium partitioning between the gas and condensed phases drives yields up 

with increasing loading, as described by Odum et al. [12]. n-Pentadecane, pinonaldehyde, and n-

tridecanal have similar vapor pressures, making their SOA mass yield comparison instructive.  

Contrasting species of similar vapor pressure can provide information regarding chemical paths, 

more specifically the competition between fragmentation, functionalization and accretion [25, 

107].  

Because of the unusually high reactivity of the aldehydic moiety [23, 92] in the 

pinonaldehyde + OH reaction, it was important to compare with another aldehyde with similar 

vapor pressure – n-tridecanal.  Low-NOx yields for n-tridecanal for COA of  < 15 μg m-3 are not 

presented due to a high degree of uncertainty and noise.  An important feature of Figure 4.3 is 
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the similarity between the yields of pinonaldehyde and n-tridecanal under low- and high-NOx 

conditions, supporting our conclusion that the two aldehydes have comparable chemistry.  For 

both of the aldehydes discussed here, high-NOx conditions enhance SOA yields with respect to 

low NOx.  This is in marked contrast to first-generation SOA yields from monoterpene ozonolysis, 

where yields are significantly higher under low-NOx conditions [73, 119, 120]. 

4.4 Discussion 
 

We shall start with a comparison of various precursors in Figure 4.3, as this highlights the 

important similarities and differences of the chemistry. 

4.4.1 Pinonaldehyde vs. n-tridecanal 

 

The similarity at low NOx between pinonaldehyde and n-tridecanal SOA yields can be explained 

by their similar first-generation chemistry and by the fact that both species possess similar vapor 

pressures (~105 μg m-3).  This similarity has also been observed under high-NOx levels [107], as 

shown in the Figure 4.3 as well.  The aldehydic hydrogen drives most of the first-generation 

chemistry for both species by OH abstraction, and the functional groups formed in subsequent 

chemistry are likely to be similar as well.  Because the aldehydic moiety dominates the initial 

chemistry, structural differences between n-tridecanal (straight chain) and pinonaldehyde 

(characteristic cyclo-butane and a carbonyl) are not sufficient to result in different SOA mass 

yields. 

4.4.2 Pinonaldehyde vs. n-pentadecane 

 

These two molecules have similar vapor pressures of about ~105 μg m-3, but their chemistry is 

very different.  n-Pentadecane, like many other large (>C7) n-alkanes, goes through a similar 
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mechanistic path when reacting with the OH radical; this path has been studied extensively [23, 

28, 59, 81].  The main feature of n-alkane first-generation chemistry is the efficient addition of 

oxygen to the carbon backbone by way of functionalization, mainly with carbonyls and alcohols, 

without suffering any major carbon-carbon fragmentation.  This n-alkane mechanism results in 

products of much lower vapor pressure, enhancing SOA mass yields.   

Aldehyde + OH chemistry is very different from that of n-alkanes.  The first key 

difference is the high reactivity of the aldehydic hydrogen compared to –CH2– (methylene) 

groups in n-alkane carbon backbones.  Consequently, most of the first-generation chemistry 

occurs by abstraction of the aldehydic hydrogen.  According to Kwok and Atkinson [42], the first-

generation attack from the OH radical on pinonaldehyde occurs ~79% of the time on the 

aldehydic hydrogen. 

The OH attack on the aldehydic hydrogen leads to the eventual formation of an acyl-oxy 

radical (green structure, Figure 4.2) either in the presence or absence of NOx.  This acyl-oxy 

radical can fragment easily, yielding CO2 and Cn-1 products (species with one less carbon).  Our 

main conclusion is that even though there are differences in the pinonaldehyde + OH chemistry 

in the presence or absence of NOx, both mechanisms systematically fragment the aldehyde 

precursor.  This systematic fragmentation happens rapidly, suppressing SOA mass yields when 

compared to those of n-pentadecane, as seen in Figure 4.3.   

4.4.3 Pinonaldehyde: low and high NOx 

 

Even though both high- and low-NOx pinonaldehyde experiments (Figure 4.3) show lower SOA 

yields compared to n-pentadecane, there is a difference between them.  Pinonaldehyde photo-
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oxidation at high NOx results in higher SOA yields than at low NOx.  In order to understand this 

difference, it is important to distinguish between the products likely to be obtained in each case. 

Major differences are the creation of hydroperoxides in the absence of NOx and the formation 

of organic nitrates (mainly peroxyacyl nitrates or PANs) when NOx is abundant.  These two 

moieties, when added to a carbon backbone, can reduce its vapor pressure by roughly a factor 

of 300 [43].  They are both exceptions to the rule that aldehyde oxidation results in loss of a 

carbon atom, as both moieties protect the terminal carbon.  However, for pinonaldehyde the 

PAN or peroxide products are predicted to have saturation concentrations in the order of 300 µg 

m-3; too large to directly produce SOA in these experiments. 

A major difference is that hydroperoxides (especially peroxyacids) are sensitive to UV-

light photolysis [97, 121, 122] when compared to organic nitrates.  When photolysis of a 

hydroperoxide bond occurs, an alkoxy radical is formed, which has the ability to fragment a C-C 

bond.  Such fragmentation can increase the vapor pressure of products when compared to the 

products of high-NOx chemistry.  In order to test the effect of photolysis on SOA formation 

potential for pinonaldehyde photo-oxidation, an experiment was performed under low-NOx 

conditions in the dark.  A tetramethylethylene (TME) + O3 reaction was used as a dark source of 

OH radical without introducing NOx.  The experimental details of TME + O3 as a dark source of 

OH radical are explained in Lambe et al. [118]; TME + O3 products do not contribute to SOA 

[123].    
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Figure 4.4.  Comparison between SOA mass yields of pinonaldehyde in the absence (brown) and 
presence (blue) of UV light, under low NOx.  In order to understand if the difference in pinonaldehyde 
SOA yields between low and high NOx is due to photolysis of hydroperoxides and subsequent 
fragmentation, an experiment in the dark is performed.  The dark experiment (no UV light) produces more 
SOA than the one where the oxidation reaction is exposed to UV lights.  We can infer that UV light is 
responsible for fragmentation paths, and it is likely that the fragmentation happens on hydroperoxide 
moieties since the experiments are performed under low NOx. 

 

Figure 4.4 shows that low-NOx pinonaldehyde SOA mass yields are higher in the dark 

than in the presence of ~350 nm UV light from our black lights [97, 122].  The difference in SOA 

mass yields between light and dark experiments is approximately 0.04 absolute yield units, and 

the dark, low-NOx yields are similar to the (illuminated) high-NOx yields.  A similar yield 

suppression by UV light was reported in Presto et al. [97] for α-pinene ozonolysis, and recently 

Henry and Donahue [122] reported significant loss of later-generation low-NOx SOA from α-

pinene in the presence of the same UV lights [122].  The yield disparity shown here supports the 

hypothesis that hydroperoxide photolysis forms alkoxy radicals that can fragment carbon-

carbon bonds, creating products of higher volatility. 
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4.4.4 α-Pinene and Pinonaldehyde 

 

 

Figure 4.5.  Pinonaldehyde SOA yields in the context of α-pinene SOA yields.  As a first-generation 
product from α-pinene + OH, pinonaldehyde can form SOA at lower yields than α-pinene itself.  
Nonetheless, the yields of pinonaldehyde, including low NOx, are significant and higher than zero.  This 
figure shows how later-generation species from α-pinene photo-oxidation are capable of forming SOA, 
making atmospheric chemical aging an important source of SOA. 

 

Figure 4.5 compares pinonaldehyde SOA yields to those from its parent molecule, α-

pinene.  This figure shows the importance of atmospheric chemical aging.  It is clear that first-

generation products such as pinonaldehyde are able to contribute to organic aerosol [122, 124].  

Pinonaldehyde yields, both under high and low-NOx conditions, are significant when compared 

to those of α-pinene + OH [125].  High-NOx yields [107] are comparable to α-pinene, but even 

low-NOx illuminated conditions result in yields that are discernibly higher than zero (almost 1/4 

of α-pinene yields).  This shows the importance of atmospheric chemical aging to organic 

aerosol formation.  If a first-generation product from α-pinene + OH is able to produce 

significant SOA, it is likely that later-generation ones have also the potential to contribute to 

organic aerosol formation.  This is especially important because organic aerosol material can last 
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for about a week in the atmosphere [82, 126], giving it sufficient time to add oxygens to carbon 

backbones, increasing total organic aerosol mass. 

4.5 Environmental Significance and Conclusions 
 

Atmospheric chemical aging mechanisms are challenging to understand due to their dynamic 

nature, but studying first-generation products can give us insight.  Pinonaldehyde is able to form 

SOA under low-NOx conditions, though less effectively than under high-NOx conditions.  This is 

especially important given that the pinonaldehyde + OH mechanism goes through a strong 

fragmentation path in its first-generation chemistry.  The ability of pinonaldehyde to form 

organic aerosol shows that volatile products from α-pinene photo-oxidation can contribute to 

SOA, making a case for the importance of biogenic chemical aging.  This is especially true since 

many monoterpene + OH products share similar chemical structures.   Oxidation products from 

many terpenes are similar, and the current results hold for both pinonaldehyde and n-

tridecanal, which are structurally quite different.  Consequently, we are confident extrapolating 

our conclusions to terpenes as a whole. 

SOA yields from pinonaldehyde + OH under UV light are lower at low NOx than at high 

NOx.  This suppression can be explained by the susceptibility of hydroperoxides and peroxyacids 

– formed under low-NOx conditions – to fragment, creating products of higher volatility.  Strong 

evidence of this susceptibility to fragment in the presence of UV light was shown by performing 

an experiment in the dark, which produced more organic aerosol and higher yields. 

In order to improve our understanding of atmospheric chemical aging from biogenic 

material, many more chemical species should be studied, especially later-generation products of 

monoterpene photo-oxidation.  Studying the effect of NOx and UV light on SOA formation is also 
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important in order to understand the susceptibility of hydroperoxides and peroxyacids to 

fragment and suppress SOA yields in systems other than pinonaldehyde.  Species from 

monoterpene oxidation with carboxylic acid functionality, such as cis-pinonic acid, should be 

studied in detail due to the ubiquity of such a moiety [85]. 
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5 Chapter 5 – Simulations of smog-chamber 

experiments using the two-dimensional 

volatility basis set and GECKO-A: linear 

oxygenated precursors 

Abstract 
 

We use a two-dimensional volatility basis set (2D-VBS) box model and an explicit chemical 

model (the Generator for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the atmosphere or 

GECKO-A) to simulate SOA mass yields of linear molecules.  They are: n-pentadecane, n-

tridecanal, 2-, 7-tridecanone, 2- and 7-tridecanol, n-heptdecanal and n-nonadecane.  A 2D-VBS 

hybrid model with explicit treatment of first-generation products followed by a generic 2D-VBS 

mechanism and GECKO-A resulted in acceptable model-measurement agreement for all species.  

This was despite the different approaches from both simulations, where the 2D-VBS considers 

average chemistry and GECKO-A explicit mechanisms. 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Chemical transport models (CTMs) predict organic aerosol mass and its time evolution in an 

atmospheric context [5, 127].  Current three-dimensional CTMs, such as the community 

multiscale air quality [101, 102, 128] (CMAQ) and the comprehensive air quality model [129, 

130] (CAMx), have continuously improved in the last decade regarding their predictions of 
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particulate matter concentration (PM2.5).  Nonetheless, there are still important aspects that 

need to be incorporated into models to achieve more accurate predictions.  

An important process not widely implemented in CTMs is continuous chemical aging of organic 

aerosol [3]. The typical residence time for a particle in the atmosphere is about a week [82, 126], 

which is sufficient time for molecules to experience multiple generations of oxidation that can 

affect concentrations and composition of organic aerosol [85].  Aging mechanisms have been 

implemented in some models such as the one presented in Carlton et al. [110].  Also, Lane et al. 

[131], Murphy and Pandis, [127] and Murphy et al. [132] included multiple generations of 

chemical aging mechanisms.  Additionally, they showed that it is important to understand how 

the organic material contributes to particulate matter (PM) as it ages; specifically how 

fragmentation and functionalization paths compete in chemical aging mechanisms [9, 54, 107].  

Accurate aging mechanisms may lead to better descriptions of total organic-aerosol levels, but 

they may also permit better prediction of other properties such as the organic mass to organic 

carbon (OM to OC) ratio and water solubility.  This can be critical for accurate comparison with 

existing measurement networks that provide data on, for example, OC levels but not OM, or 

water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC). 

A general challenge for models of organic-aerosol chemistry is the enormous number of 

chemical species comprising the aerosol [4, 7].  Models require some form of lumping, either 

representing the organics with a few surrogate molecules whose chemistry and phase 

partitioning can be described explicitly [133], or representing condensable organics with pseudo 

species characterized solely by their relevant physical properties (e.g. volatility) [10, 12].  The 

lumping mechanisms based on pseudo species are generally constrained by smog-chamber SOA 

formation experiments, and so the resulting parameterizations will represent the phase 
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partitioning of the experimental conditions.  Subsequent chemical evolution, or aging, is not 

straightforward to model without additional information [10]. 

The two-dimensional volatility basis set (2D-VBS) framework [37, 38] is a powerful 

prognostic tool for secondary organic aerosol (SOA) evolution [132].  The two dimensions are 

volatility and oxygenation, and so the framework directly describes both OM and OC.  A key 

hypothesis is that the ensemble of molecules found in the atmosphere with a given volatility 

and degree of oxidation (i.e. one lumped species in the 2D-VBS) will have a common average 

chemical behavior.  It considers continuous chemical aging and includes fragmentation and 

functionalization paths as the aging occurs [3, 124].  It is our intention to use the 2D-VBS as a 

prognostic tool of SOA production in this chapter. 

Another approach to consider in this chapter for chemical-aging mechanisms is keeping 

track of every single molecule involved in a system with its thermodynamic properties.  Because 

of improvements in computational power nowadays as compared to a couple of decades ago, a 

very detailed approach with every single reaction scheme can be generated.  Tens of thousands 

of molecules can be tracked.   This approach requires a very detailed algorithm of instructions 

and a very large database that contains information about chemical reactions and physico-

chemical properties for all species.  Aumont and co-workers have developed a Generator 

(computer simulation) with the previous general properties mentioned named the Generator 

for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECKO-A)[39].  This 

Generator complements the two-dimensional volatility basis set (2D-VBS) [3, 37, 38] mentioned 

in the previous paragraph.  It is also our intention in this chapter to use GECKO-A as a prognostic 

tool of SOA mass yields and compare with the 2D-VBS. 
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Objectives of this work.  The goal of this work is to use two different simulations as 

prognostic tools of SOA mass yields of linear oxygenated species.  The two simulations are the 

2D-VBS box model and GECKO-A with average and explicit chemistry treatment, respectively.  

The experimental data to use for comparison will be SOA production and mass yields from 

smog-chamber experiments presented in Chapters 2 , 3 and in Chacon-Madrid et al. [92], Presto 

et al. [72] and Chacon-Madrid and Donahue [107].  The species for the 2D-VBS include: n-

pentadecane, n-tridecanal, 2- and 7-tridecanone, 2- and 7-tridecanol.  For GECKO-A we also 

include n-heptadecanal and n-nonadecane.  The oxygenated species are models for first-

generation products of hydrocarbons such as n-pentadecane, so we are “walking through” an 

oxidation mechanism by studying later-generation products one by one. 

The 2D-VBS box model will be prescribed the first-generation product distribution from 

know chemical mechanisms as it lacks explicit chemistry.  This will help in making a difference 

between species that have functional groups in different parts of the carbon backbone (e.g. 2- 

and 7-tridecanone, refer to Chapter 3). 

5.1.1 The Two-Dimensional-Volatility Basis Set (2D-VBS) framework as a prognostic 

tool. 

 

The details of the 2D-VBS are explained elsewhere [3, 37, 38, 124]; however, we will review a 

few key points. 

The 2D-VBS is a discretized version of a two-dimensional space in which organic 

compounds are characterized by their saturation concentration (C* in g m-3) and degree of 

oxidation – here O:C (molar ratio of oxygen to carbon atoms).  The 2D-VBS box model predicts 

chemical aging of bulk organic aerosol, capturing average chemical behavior.  Similar 

frameworks have been developed [4, 134], but the unique attribute of the 2D-VBS is that 
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volatility (C*) is an attribute of the lumped species rather than being calculated from other 

properties [124].  The chemical mechanism in the 2D-VBS describes how material from one bin 

(a specific C*, O:C pair) is transformed after reaction – with OH radicals here – into products in a 

number of other bins.  The 2D-VBS tracks and conserves carbon, so with known C:H:O it 

separately accounts for OC and OM.  The nominal formula (CxHyOz) of a given bin is reasonably 

constrained [37], but the specific structure, branching, location of functional groups, etc., is not 

just unknown, it is assumed to be a diverse mixture of different structural and functional 

isomers and analogues.  Thus, the transformations in a 2D-VBS mechanism represent the 

average behavior of these isomers.  This complements fully explicit models like the Generator 

for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere (GECKO-A) that includes 

schemes with every compound and chemical reaction, potentially numbering 10,000 or more 

[39-41].  We will expand on GECKO-A in the next section. 

The 2D-VBS splits an oxidation process into two pathways: functionalization and 

fragmentation [3, 132].  Functionalization refers to reactions that add oxygenated functionality 

to the carbon backbone without breaking it.  Fragmentation refers to reactions that do break 

the carbon backbone.  Typically at least one fragment is also a radical that adds new oxygenated 

functional groups.  The functionalization scheme assumes that one generation of oxidation 

results in products with C* lowered by between 1 and 6 decades (mostly 2 to 4), and 1 to 3 

added oxygens.  The fragmentation scheme assumes that C-C bonds cleave at a random position 

(on average).  Fragmentation thus disperses products over a wide C* and O:C range.  We use 

O:C to determine the branching ratio (β) between fragmentation and functionalization, with β = 

(O:C)1/6 [3].  At an O:C = 0.5, β = 0.89; which means that ~89 % of carbon mass will fragment, 

moving most products into higher volatility bins.  The total organic aerosol mass (COA) is 

determined iteratively based on equilibrium partitioning [10]. 
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Heterogeneous oxidation of OA by the OH radical is also considered; however, it is done with an 

effective rate constant that is an order of magnitude slower than gas-phase kinetics.  Diffusion 

limitations make heterogeneous oxidation a factor of 5-10 slower than analogous homogenous 

oxidation [135].  Heterogeneous uptake has a minimal influence on the results shown here. 

The 2D-VBS mechanism is designed to describe the average behavior of organics, based 

on the assumption that oxidation of even one large precursor will rapidly lead to a very diverse 

set of product molecules, not to mention mixtures of precursors in the atmosphere.  However, 

when considering OA formation from individual reactant molecules, it does not distinguish 

between functional-group and structural isomers.  For example, functional-group isomers such 

as n-tridecanal and 2-tridecanone are both photo-oxidized exactly in the same way 

independently of which one is fragmented more in its first-generation chemistry [107].  Also, 

structural isomers like 2- and 7-tridecanone (or 2- and 7-tridecanol) would be treated equally.   

We hypothesize that by describing the first-generation chemistry of such isomers, either 

functional-group or structural, and subsequently use the 2D-VBS box model, we can predict OA 

adequately. 

5.1.2 Generator for Explicit Chemistry and Kinetics of Organics in the Atmosphere 

(GECKO-A). 

 

The details of GECKO-A are explained in detail in Aumont et al., [39] and Camredon et al., [40]; 

however, we will comment on general features of the Generator.  Even though Aumont et al., 

[39] and Camredon et al., [40] concentrated on smaller species (< C8), recently Valorso et al., 

[41] used GECKO-A to simulate α-pinene (C10) photo-oxidation experiments presented by Ng et 

al. [120].  The Generator bases its schemes for chemical-mechanisms on well-established 

reaction paths – e.g. Atkinson, [28]; Atkinson and Arey, [23]; Lim and Ziemann, [59].  Published 
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kinetic rate constants are used when available – for example, those available in Atkinson and 

Arey [23] – and in the cases they are not available, structure reactivity relationships like the ones 

from Kwok and Atkinson [42] are used to estimate these missing parameters.  Gas/particle 

partitioning of the different species is utilized assuming a basic thermodynamic process of 

absorption [11].  Vapor pressures of species are determined using different structure activity 

relationships [43, 136, 137].  In this work we will use structure activity relationships from 

Nannoolal et al., [137] as it is believed to provide the best vapor pressure estimates according to 

the Barley and McFiggans [138] study. 

Because we will present simulations of large species ( C13), it is important to mention 

other specific aspects of GECKO-A.  Since explicit chemical schemes for such species are very 

large and far beyond computational limits, systematic reduction methods are used in GECKO-A: 

(i) gas-phase chemistry for non-volatile species – vapor pressures below 10-13 atm or 

approximately 10-3 g m-3 – is not considered from the scheme, and (ii) generated chemical 

schemes are reduced using a lumping method.  This method consists on substitution of one 

species by another if they are position isomers; this lowers the amount of species in the 

chemical schemes, hence the computational power needed. 

5.2 Methods and Simulations 

5.2.1 The 2D-VBS. 

 

The photoxidative degradation of each reactant is simulated with the 2D-VBS box model twice.  

In the first case, there is no explicit first-generation chemistry included in the simulation.  In the 

second case, the first step of chemistry is treated explicitly.  The first generation of each 

simulation is illustrated in a 1D-VBS format in Figure 5.1 for each precursor molecule studied 

here, as well as in more detail in the Appendices (Figs. O and P).  The default VBS products are 
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shown in gray and the explicit ones in red.  In each case the first-generation products are 

subsequently aged with the default 2D-VBS mechanism.  We can thus test whether explicit 

treatment of the first-generation chemistry improves 2D-VBS performance but also whether the 

generic mechanism used for later-generation aging performs well. 

We do not fit the 1st generation.  Rather, the explicit 1st-generation products are based 

on known hydrocarbon + OH chemistry [23, 28, 59].  The stoichiometry of the products come 

from the expected first-generation attacks on the different sites of the reactant molecule 

predicted by structure reactivity relationships (Appendices, Fig. P) [42]; products of 

fragmentation are expected to come from OH attack on α-carbons (side-carbons to functional 

group) and also from attack on carbons where the alkoxy radicals can isomerize by 1,5-

hydrogen-shift towards the α-carbons.  We present an example of this chemistry path in Figure 

3.7, Chapter 3; also n-tridecanal chemistry is presented in Figure 2.1, Chapter 2.  The decay of 

the parent-reactant for the computer simulations – for both cases in Figure 5.1 – is obtained 

from experimental data; this decay trace is also used to determine OH radical concentrations in 

the system.   
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Figure 5.1.  Product volatility distribution of generic 2D-VBS (gray) vs. explict 1
st

-generation treatments 

(red) for different precursors (volatility indicated with a green circle – ●).  The red bars are slightly offset 
to reveal gray bars behind.  These panels show the product distribution volatility of the expected first-
generation products of OH oxidation for two different cases.  The first case is the 2D-VBS Simulation; this 
distribution is obtained from the average chemistry implied by the box model for bulk organic material [3, 
124].  The second case – explict 1

st
-gen. – presents a distribution that is obtained from the literature 

hydrocarbon + OH chemistry for individual molecules [23, 28, 59].  The main reason for the differences 
between both cases is that the 2D-VBS considers average chemistry of bulk organic material which is quite 
different from that of linear mono-oxygenated molecules.  However, we believe that after establishing 
only the first-generation, the 2D-VBS box model can acceptably predict experimental SOA mass yields.  n-
Pentadecane does not suffer strong fragmentation paths in its first-generation chemistry, this is why we 
only present its product-distribution from the 2D-VBS [59]. 

 

The first-generation products are presented in Figure P in the Appendices and also as red bars in 

Figure 5.1.  The red species in Figure P represent products of fragmentation paths, and the blue 

species those of functionalization.  The stoichiometry has been rounded to the closest 0.05 due 
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to the uncertainty in structure reactivity relationships of Kwok and Atkinson [42].  The oxygen in 

the products of fragmentation (red species Figure P in the Appendices) represent a carbonyl or 

an ether-functionality typical of dihydrofurans [59] – both functionalities have similar effect on 

vapor pressure [43].  The functionality products (blue species Fig. P in the Appendices) possess 

two oxygens, one from its original moiety and the second corresponds to a carbonyl or ether-

functionality (dihydrofuran). 

              Estimating saturation concentrations for the products of first-generation of oxidation is 

necessary to place them in the 2D-VBS (Figure 5.1).  Experimental data is very limited; hence, we 

use structure activity relationships.  There are multiple literature papers that estimate vapor 

pressures [43, 136, 137].  Here we use SIMPOL from Pankow and Asher [43].  However, all 

methods present a degree of uncertainty in vapor pressure calculation, adding to the 

uncertainty of our results (explicit 1st-generation scheme). 

5.3 The 2D-VBS: Results and Discussion 
 

In Figure 5.2 we present SOA mass yields as a function of total organic aerosol formed (COA) for 

six different species: n-pentadecane, n-tridecanal, 2-, 7-tridecanone, 2- and 7-tridecanol.  

Experimental data comes from Presto et al. [72] (n-pentadecane) and Chacon-Madrid and 

Donahue [107] for carbonyls (experimental conditions are presented in Table D, Appendices); 

however, here the SOA mass yields have been corrected for a typical OA density of 1.4 g cm-3 

[80, 85]. 

In each panel of Figure 5.2 we present three different results: (i) the default 2D-VBS box 

model simulation (black solid line), (ii) explicit 1st-generation followed by 2D-VBS box model 

simulation (violet solid line) and (iii) experimental SOA mass yields (each species has a different 
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color for experimental data).  Figure 5.2a, n-pentadecane, is the only panel without an explicit 

1st-generation simulation since n-pentadecane does not suffer major fragmentation paths in its 

first-generation chemistry [59].   

All experiments presented here were performed under high-NOx conditions (maximum 

of 2ppbC/ppb NOx), while the 2D-VBS box model simulations are for generic conditions [37].  

High-NOx conditions lead to organic nitrate (-ONO2) formation which can reduce vapor pressure 

by ~2.5 orders of magnitude [43].  Low-NOx conditions favor hydroperoxide (-OOH) formation 

[34, 112-114], which can lower vapor pressures by a similar factor.  Therefore, the vapor 

pressure of products – and SOA mass yields – of high and low-NOx cases might not be very 

different, unless very UV-sensitive products are formed [122, 139].   

In most cases the default 2D-VBS box model over estimates the experimental SOA mass 

yields.  This is because it was not designed for individual molecules but bulk organic aerosol 

material – capturing average chemistry – that includes species that easily fragment and those 

that functionalize more effectively.  However, the predictive ability of SOA mass yields from the 

box model with explicit first-generation chemistry is acceptable and within the experimental 

uncertainty for all of the species studied here.  Experimental SOA yields have a minimum 

uncertainty of ± 20% [107] [65], and the explicit model falls within that range of the data for 

most of the species over most of the concentration ranges presented in Figure 5.2.  We must 

emphasize that the explicit first-generation mechanism is based on a-priori consideration of the 

chemistry and contains no fitting to the data.  The model-measurement agreement for the 

explicit case is thus a strong confirmation of the underlying mechanism.  
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Figure 5.2.  Simulations vs. Experimental Results.  Each panel presents SOA mass yields for three sets of 
results; (i) 2D-VBS Simulation (solid black), (ii) Explicit 1

st
-gen. Simulation (solid violet) and (iii) 

experimental results  [72, 92, 107].  For all oxygenated species we encounter an acceptable agreement 
between the experimental data and the Explicit 1

st
-gen. Simulation.  This means that establishing only the 

first-generation chemistry and then use the 2D-VBS box model is sufficient to present acceptable 
agreements between simulations and experimental data.  n-Pentadecane does not need first-generation 
products to be establish; the 2D-VBS Simulation predicts SOA mass yields adequately. 
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5.3.1 n-Pentadecane.   

 

The 2D-VBS simulation and the experimental SOA mass yields for n-pentadecane agree within 

the experimental uncertainty (Figure 5.2a).  The good accord between these two sets of data 

can be attributed to a good representation by the 2D-VBS of the initial chemistry of alkanes 

(shown in Figure 5.1a) as well as reasonable fragmentation vs. functionalization paths for the 

ensemble of later-generation n-alkane products.  Also, the assignment in the box model of 

saturation concentrations of products as a function of carbon and oxygen number was built for 

straight-chain species [37].  

5.3.2 n-Tridecanal. 

 

The explicit 1st-generation simulation in Figure 5.2b captures the fragmentation path that n-

tridecanal undergoes in its first-generation chemistry [92] as opposed to the default 2D-VBS 

scheme, which severely overestimates SOA formation.  The modest underestimation of the 

explicit simulation may be the assignment of products for the first-generation chemistry (Fig. P 

in the Appendices).  Our assumption is that first-generation photo-oxidation of n-tridecanal 

forms three different species.  They are: a C12O (corresponding to n-dodecanal), CO2 (which is 

irrelevant for SOA formation purposes) and a C13O2 (corresponding to a dicarbonyl or carbonyl 

with a dihydrofuran).  Both, the C12O and C13O2 species have one fewer oxygen than a typical 

isomerization reaction would predict [59, 62, 81].  We chose such structures because 

isomerization reactions lead to dehydration under low relative humidity (our conditions for all 

experiments were of low relative humidity), expelling an oxygen from the carbon backbone and 

forming a dihydrofuran [77].  However, the dihydrofuran can be in equilibrium with a hidroxy-

carbonyl species with one more oxygen.  Representing this equilibrium in the simulation was not 
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straightforward, so we decided to represent the first-generation products with C12O, C13O2 and 

CO2. This would slightly underestimate experimental yields, as seen in Figure 5.2b. 

5.3.3 Other Precursors: Position of functional groups. 

 

The sets of 2-, 7-tridecanone and 2-, 7-tridecanol present an instructive sequence to understand 

the effect of functional-group positioning on SOA formation potential.  A major difference 

between the ketones and the alcohols is the order of magnitude difference in their vapor 

pressures; alcohols are less volatile.  Nonetheless, both the alcohol and ketone pairs probe the 

influence of functional-group location.  Consequently, 7-tridecanone and 7-tridecanol have 

systematically lower SOA yields than 2-tridecanone and 2-tridecanol, respectively.  This is similar 

to results presented by Lim and Ziemann [60, 76] where substituted alkanes have lower SOA 

yields than analogous straight-chain alkanes.  Tridecanone yields had been reported in Chacon-

Madrid and Donahue [107].  Tridecanol yields are presented here for the first time. 

 SOA yields are suppressed when the functional group is in the center due to creation of 

fragments (e. g. hexanal and heptanal for 7-tridecanone and 7-tridecanol) of higher vapor 

pressure when compared to the case where the functional group is on the side.  For example, a 

C10O (expected product from 2-tridecanone and 2-tridecanol) can contribute to later-generation 

SOA more effectively than a C6O and C7O.  The position dependence of substituents is evident in 

Figure 5.1 – low C* yields for functional groups in the 2-position (Figure 5.1c and e) are much 

larger than yields with the functional group in the 7- position (Figure 5.1d and f). 

            The agreement between the explicit 1st-generation simulations (violet solid lines) and 

experimental data for the tridecanones and tridecanols is very good (Figure 5.2c, d, e and f).  

This performance shows how the 2D-VBS box model is a powerful tool for predicting SOA, not 
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only of bulk material, but individual molecules.  And predicting SOA formation for an individual 

molecule can be done, at least in similar cases to the ones presented in here, after determining 

only the first-generation products of photo-oxidation. 

The small discrepancies between experimental data and the explicit 1st-generation box 

model can also be attributed to uncertainty in the structure reactivity relationships from Kwok 

and Atkinson [42].  SRRs are used to determine the stoichiometry of products of fragmentation 

and functionalization in here (Fig. P in the Appendices).  We believe that the SRR can be 

instructive in general to capture the likelihood of fragmentation, but its calculations have a 

relatively high degree of uncertainty. 

5.4 GECKO-A: Results and Discussions 
 

We are presenting the experimental SOA mass yields of the aforementioned species initially 

published in Chacon-Madrid et al. [92] and Chacon-Madrid and Donahue [107]; however, the 

published normalized SOA mass yields have been corrected for an OA density of 1.4 g cm-3 in 

here [80].  Because of their sensitivity to organic aerosol mass formed (COA), SOA mass yields are 

presented as a function of COA [12].  This dependence is due to partitioning between the gas and 

particle phases [10].  Experimental data is compared with GECKO-A simulations that use 

experimental inputs such as initial OH radical concentration (~107 mol cm-3), UV-light intensity 

(JNO2 ~0.06) and high-NOx conditions (maximum of 4ppbC/ppb NOx).  All experimental data has 

been corrected for wall-losses, and the details of such calculations are explained elsewhere [65, 

107].  Experimental conditions are presented in Tables B and D in the Appendices. 
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Figure 5.3.  GECKO-A simulations of SOA mass yields for three different carbonyls – all with thirteen 
carbons – present an over-prediction when compared to experiments [92, 107].  However, when 
considering experimental uncertainty in the order of ~20%, the comparisons are very encouraging.  Also, 
the agreement between GECKO-A and experiments are similar – if not better – in  here than with α-
pinene oxidation experiments [41, 120]. 

 

A clear trend when comparing GECKO-A with experimental data is its systematic over-

prediction of SOA mass yields for most species, as it can be seen in Figure 5.3 and 5.4.  The over-

prediction can also be seen in Figure Q and R in the Appendices.  Nonetheless, in most cases – 

with exception of Figure 5.4a, n-heptadecanal – the over-prediction is not large regarding SOA 

yields.  Over-prediction of SOA formation from GECKO-A had been observed in previous 

comparisons.  For example, Valorso et al., [41] uses the Generator to predict organic aerosol 

formation of α-pinene under varying concentrations of NOx; from high to low, as presented in 

Ng et al., [120].  All simulations systematically over-predicted SOA, independently of the method 

used to estimate vapor-pressures [43, 136, 137].  In this work, we use only the Nannoolal et al., 

[137] method to estimate vapor pressures as stated before.  This method has produced the best 

predictions of OA in other comparisons.  However, it is important to mention that even though 
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GECKO-A presented over-predictions of α-pinene photo-oxidation in Valorso et al., [41], its 

qualitative forecast of OA time-evolution features has been very acceptable.  In a similar way, 

this work shows a very acceptable qualitative description of SOA mass yields for most molecules 

– to a lesser extent n-heptadecanal and 7-tridecanone.  The agreement is especially strong for 

the beginning portion of most experiments shown in Figure 5.3 and 5.4. 

Experimental Uncertainty.  One of the first aspects to consider when comparing GECKO-A with 

experimental data is reproducibility and level of uncertainty of such data.  Experimental SOA 

mass yields in this work present an uncertainty of at least ± 20%.  This can be seen in multiple 

chamber experiments with aldehydic species presented in Chacon-Madrid et al., [92], Chacon-

Madrid and Donahue [107] and Chacon-Madrid et al., [140].  Also, experiments performed with 

toluene photo-oxidation confirm that level of uncertainty [65].  Consequently, Figure 5.3a, b, the 

beginning of simulation in Figure 5.3c (7-tridecanone), and Figure 5.4b, c and d present 

acceptable SOA yields simulations considering the experimental uncertainty.  

Structure Activity Relationships.  GECKO-A depends on structure reactivity relationships (SRRs) 

[42] to determine the proportion of OH-radical attack on each carbon-site of a molecule.  The 

only exception happens when there is direct information available from the literature.  For the 

vast majority of molecules, there is very limited information; consequently SRRs direct most of 

OH-chemistry placement.  SRRs have shown excellent predictions for simple and small 

molecules (e.g. n-alkanes), but the agreements are less than ideal for complex species with 

multiple functional groups.  This less-than-ideal predictions can make GECKO-A less reliable as 

the system becomes more chemically complex.  The Generator also depends on structure 

activity relationships for prediction of vapor pressures.  Predictions of vapor pressures become 
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less reliable as the number of functionalities increases in a carbon backbone.  Similarly to SRRs, 

vapor pressure estimates can add to the uncertainty of the Generator.  

 

 

Figure 5.4.  The species presented in this panel are of lower volatility than those in Fig. 5.3.  The 
agreements between GECKO-A and most experimental yields are also very acceptable in this Figure.  n-
Heptadecanal is the only species for which the differences are much larger than the ~20% of experimental 
uncertainty.  Considering that GECKO-A has to rely on different structure activity relationships [42, 137] 
that possess a high degree of uncertainty, these results are very encouraging.  Other aspects, such as 
vapor losses to walls of later-generation products, have to be approached in future experiments.  

 

Vapor losses.  An aspect that would cause GECKO-A to over-estimate experimental SOA mass 

yields with respect to experimental results is not considering losses of vapors to the walls of 

smog-chambers – if they happen to be important and relevant.  We think it is unlikely that most 

parent-molecules presented in here were lost to the walls.  In fact, before photo-oxidation most 

of these precursors were observed for ~15 minutes without seeing decay.  As further evidence, 

Figure S in the Appendices shows proton transfer reaction-mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) data of 

a series of n-aldehydes with vapor pressures of at least ~105 μg m-3.  All of these species were 
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injected into the Carnegie Mellon Smog-Chamber made of Teflon (Welch Fluorocarbon) and 

with a volume capacity between 10 and 12 m3.  They were not exposed to UV-light or oxidation, 

and their concentrations in the chamber were between ~200 and ~300 μg m-3.  Figure S in the 

Appendices shows how all these species are not lost to the walls after being inside the chamber 

for about one hour. 

However, losses to the walls (like the ones shown by Matsunaga and Ziemann [95]) from 

multi-functionalized that are likely to appear as photo-oxidation progresses are possible.  Also, 

oxidized and less volatile species, such as n-heptadecanal, can potentially be lost to the walls.  

This could explain an acceptable agreement for SOA mass yields between all species presented 

in here, with exception of n-heptadecanal (Figure 5.4a). 

 

5.5 Environmental Significance 
 

Both, the 2D-VBS box model and GECKO-A demonstrate encouraging potential as a prognostic 

tool for simulating SOA formation and evolution.  Even though the box model was created for 

bulk organic aerosol with average chemistry, it is capable – as shown here – of predicting OA 

mass formation of individual molecules.  This can be done by simply establishing the first-

generation chemistry of the individual molecule.   

When applied to simulations of the real atmosphere, the averaging nature of the 2D-VBS 

mechanism is an asset, as it is highly unlikely that one or even a handful of unique organic 

compounds dominate the OA mass at any location or time. On the other hand, the results from 

this work suggest that it may be important to treat freshly emitted OA mass with aging 

chemistry that is more representative of the major compounds from particular sources (if 
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known).  It is expected, though, that as oxidation reactions continue to transform this OA mass, 

its constituents will become more varied and treating their chemistry with the general (average) 

2D-VBS mechanism will be more suitable. Transport models that simulate this aging process 

already take into account a parameterization of SOA formation based on yields from smog-

chamber experiments carried out over a few hours. The approach used in the current work is 

analogous, but there are subtle differences. The first-generation yields used here attempt to 

isolate the products from the first attack by an oxidant on the precursor gas. Traditional 

chamber yields take into account however many generations of chemistry occur in the 

experiment. The implications of this difference, especially in three-dimensional photochemical 

transport models, are not clear. This paper focuses on six precursors to illustrate some of the 

subtleties of applying the 2D-VBS to modeling the aging of specific molecules. However, these 

compounds are not the most relevant species when addressing SOA formation in the 

atmosphere. It will be important for future work to apply this same approach to experiments 

with compounds like toluene and terpenes to determine if only one explicit step of chemistry is 

necessary before treatment with the 2D-VBS is adequate. 

GECKO-A presents tremendous advantages over current models that predict OA 

formation.  The most obvious one is the large amount of chemical information that it can 

provide, as it tracks most chemical species during a simulated photo-oxidation experiment.  The 

Generator can also determine SOA mass yields of virtually any molecule; such yields can be 

useful to both experimental projects and also to Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) that 

simulate SOA formation [101, 102, 129].  It can be especially important to CTMs in cases where 

there is a high need for rich-chemistry knowledge of the system.  As shown in this work, GECKO-

A tends to slightly over-predict SOA mass yields of different linear and oxygenated species with 

thirteen carbons or more.   
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The slight over-prediction of GECKO-A with respect to experimental work can be 

attributed to a number of issues, which include (i) experimental uncertainty, (ii) use of SRRs [42] 

to determine the proportion of OH-radical attack on the different carbon-sites of a molecule, (iii) 

use of structure activity relationship to estimate vapor pressures [41] and (iv) potential losses of 

large and oxygenated vapors including later-generation products to smog-chamber walls – over-

predicting experimental SOA mass yields.   
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6 Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Future Work 

 

The work presented in this dissertation is centered on the topic of atmospheric chemical 

evolution.  More specifically, it relates to how the ability of organic compounds to form SOA 

changes as they become progressively more oxidized.  Multiple conclusions were found 

regarding the different systems analyzed to approach such subject.  The most relevant findings 

and conclusions are summarized next: 

 The aldehydic moiety was found to be highly reactive with the OH radical, as expected 

[23].  We found that this moiety promotes strong fragmentation mechanisms in its first-

generation OH radical attack, even for large compounds ( C13) [92] (Chapter 2).  This 

fragmentation was typically characterized by forming species with one fewer carbon 

(e.g. n-heptanal would form n-hexanal).  However, only species with large-enough 

carbon backbones ( C13) were found to form SOA under 22° C, UV-light exposure of JNO2 

= 0.06 min-1 and relative humidity < 10%. 

n-Tridecanal SOA mass yields were compared to those of n-pentadecane 

because of their similar vapor pressures which give an instructive comparison.  The 

linear C13 aldehyde presented yields that were about a third of n-pentadecane.  This 

suppression of yields is due to the strong fragmentation path of aldehydes in their first-

generation that does not happen to n-alkanes in their first-generation chemistry [59].  

The importance of this finding relates to the aldehydic moiety itself, which can be an 

abundant functional group in biogenic first-generation products of monoterpene 

ozonolysis or OH-radical reaction [106].  This is especially important due to the 

prevalence of biogenic emissions [33]. 
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 Molecules with higher oxidation states have a greater susceptibility to fragment when 

reacting with the OH radical.  This is especially true when compared to n-alkanes of 

similar vapor pressures [107] (Chapter 3).  This conclusion comes from examining and 

comparing SOA mass yields for two sequences of molecules under high-NOx conditions, 

at 22°C, UV-light exposure of JNO2 = 0.06 min-1 and relative humidity < 10%.  The first 

sequence consists of molecules with vapor pressures of ~105 μg m-3 and they are: n-

pentadecane, n-tridecanal and pinonaldehyde.   The second sequence is comprised of n-

nonadecane, n-heptadecanal and cis-pinonic acid, all with vapor pressures of ~103 μg m-

3.  Both sequences showed systematically lower SOA mass yields for oxygenated species 

when compared to the respective n-alkanes. 

Another aspect studied was how the position of the functional group on a 

carbon backbone can affect SOA mass yields.  2- and 7-tridecanone were examined in 

similar experimental conditions as before.  Both species – with vapor pressures of ~105 

μg m-3 – presented lower SOA yields than n-pentadecane also.  However, 2-tridecanone 

yields were larger than those from 7-tridecanone.  This was especially true in the region 

of organic aerosol concentration from ~20 to ~50 μg m-3. 

These findings let us conclude that the position of the functional group can have 

an effect on SOA mass yields.  Molecules with functional groups in the center of their 

carbon backbones present lower SOA yields than molecules with functional groups 

towards the end of their carbon backbones.  When the functional group is in the center 

of a linear carbon backbone, fragmentation that occurs creates small products that are 

less likely to partition to the organic aerosol phase.  In the case of a functional group 

towards the end of carbon backbone, one of the fragmentation products can be large 

enough to contribute to organic aerosol formation.  The alkoxy radicals formed on the 
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immediate carbon-site of a functional group – such as a carbonyl – are responsible for 

carbon-carbon bond fragmentation [23]. 

 Pinonaldehyde + OH chemistry was explored under low-NOx conditions, and its SOA 

mass yields were determined (Chapter 4).  Pinonaldehyde SOA mass yields under low-

NOx were lower than n-pentadecane, but significant and higher than zero.  The 

importance of these findings relates to the ability of first-generation products from 

monoterpene oxidation to form SOA.  If first-generation biogenic products – like 

pinonaldehyde – can produce SOA in an environmental concentration range, OA 

formation potential from all subsequent-generation products combined can be very 

significant. 

 A 2D-VBS box model [37, 38] is utilized to simulate experimental SOA mass yields of 

linear oxygenated molecules (Chapter 5).  They are n-pentadecane, n-tridecanal, 2-, 7-

tridecanone, 2- and 7-tridecanol.  Because the box model cannot distinguish between 

functional groups (e.g. 2-tridecanone and n-tridecanal), we explicitly expressed the first-

generation products in the framework.  By doing so, we encountered a very good 

agreement between experimental and simulated yields – with explicit first-generation 

chemistry included. 

We can conclude that the box model can be a very good prognostic tool for SOA 

formation of not only bulk organic aerosol, but also of systems that start with one 

specific molecule.  This can be achieved by only expressing the first-generation 

chemistry.  It is important to note that all the species simulated were linear and 

oxygenated; we cannot draw conclusions regarding different chemical structures.  
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 An explicit chemical generator – GECKO-A [39-41] – is also utilized to simulate 

experimental SOA mass yields of n-tridecanal, 2-, 7-tridecanone, 2-, 7-tridecanol, n-

heptadecanal and n-nonadecane (Chapter 6).  GECKO-A over-predicts SOA yields for all 

species; however, it captures the qualitative trends of OA formation.  We also found 

good agreements between the generator and experimental results for the beginning of 

most experiments and a widening gap in the latter part.  There is no one single culprit 

for this discrepancy; we think that a combination of multiple reasons could have 

contributed such as:   (i) experimental uncertainty, (ii) use of SRRs [42] to determine the 

proportion of OH-radical attack on the different carbon-sites of a molecule, (iii) use of 

structure activity relationships to estimate vapor pressures [41] and (iv) potential losses 

of large and oxygenated vapors to smog-chamber walls.  Nonetheless, GECKO-A can be 

very useful in generating approximate SOA yields of molecules to be investigated in the 

laboratory. 

6.1 Future Work 

6.1.1 Functional groups.   

 

Throughout this thesis multiple functional groups were studied in relation to their ability to 

contribute to SOA mass yields.  However, not all functional groups were studied.  Some of the 

functional groups not studied explicitly as linear carbon backbones include ethers, carboxylic 

acids and peroxides.  Ethers can be abundant functional groups in the form of dihydrofurans 

[59] and especially abundant in dry conditions [77].  Also, dihydrofurans can be ubiquitous 

species in organic aerosol material that is long enough to suffer isomerization reactions in the 

form of 1,5-hydrogen shifts; most linear carbon backbones with 7 carbons or more could 

experience such isomerization. 
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Linear carboxylic acids should also be studied in detail, including SOA yields 

determination.  Acids are very abundant in aged-ambient organic aerosol [29], also as organic 

material ages, the formation of carboxylic acid becomes progressively more important [4, 141].   

Other than studying gas-phase OH radical chemistry of carboxylic acids, it is important to 

understand their heterogeneous and aerosol-phase reactions; this is especially true because of 

the low volatility of acids [43] that makes them more likely to partition and exist in the aerosol 

phase [10] especially if an acid-base neutralization reaction occurs. 

Peroxides, specifically hydroperoxides, can be very abundant in conditions of low-NOx 

chemistry [112, 114].  Studying linear hydroperoxides can be useful in understanding low-NOx 

chemistry.  Analyzing n-alkanes in the absence of NOx can be a good first step towards 

understanding hydroperoxides.  A better step would consist of synthesizing a linear 

hydroperoxide and determining its SOA mass yield.  Doing so can be a good contribution to our 

knowledge of atmospheric organic chemistry under low-NOx. 

Chemistry of species with multiple functional groups.   All the linear chemical compounds 

studied in this thesis possessed either no functional group (n-alkanes) or only one.  Addressing 

linear species with at least two functional groups (e. g. a carbonyl + alcohol) can be important 

and representative of aged material.  For example, n-alkanes + OH under high-NOx can form a -

hydroxy-carbonyl [59].  It is important to acknowledge that synthesis, purification, and proper 

identification are tremendous challenges that need to be overcome when studying organic 

compounds with two or more functional groups.  If such challenges are overcome, we could gain 

much more information on the atmospheric chemistry of highly oxygenated compounds. 
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6.1.2 GECKO-A and the 2D-VBS.   

 

Simulations of many more species are needed for both GECKO-A and the 2D-VBS box model.  

Species that are structurally different than those presented here (e.g. cyclic and aromatic 

structures) are needed in order to complement this work.  Also, simulations of linear structures 

with functional groups not reported in this thesis can be very instructive.  Both simulation 

schemes – GECKO-A and the 2D-VBS – have to be utilized as prognostic tools in ambient systems 

also.  The nature of the 2D-VBS will make this task easier if it does not need to know the specific 

molecules involved, only overall ranges of oxygenation and volatility – including concentrations.  

In the case of GECKO-A, a good starting point could include selecting surrogate molecules of the 

system to analyze. 
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Appendices 

 

Table A.  Most of the information presented in this table is for initial conditions.  The NO2:NO kept 
relatively constant for the first 30 minutes of the oxidation.  The Structure Activity (SAR) rate constants 
were calculated from Kwok et al., 1995 and used for “inferred n-aldehyde” concentrations. 

Species 

oxidized 

Initial 

Concentration 

in the Smog 

Chamber 

Initial 

NO2:NO 

(ppb/ppb) 

Initial 

VOC0/NOx 

(ppbC/ppb) 

Initial OH 

concentration 

(molecule cm-3) 

Kwok and 

Atkinson Rate 

Constant (cm3 

molecule- s-) 

n-Tridecanal 

021609 
4 ppb ~300:1400 0.03 ~1 × 107 n/a 

n-Tridecanal 

031009 
18 ppb ~300:1400 0.13 ~7 × 107 3.9 × 10-11 

n-Tridecanal 

041709 
250 ppb ~300:1400 2 ~1 × 107 3.9 × 10-11 

n-Tridecanal 

082109 
382 ppb ~4000:2000 0.8 ~3 × 106 3.9 × 10-11 

n-Tridecanal 

030809 
25 ppb ~4000:1000 0.07 ~1 × 107 3.9 × 10-11 

n-Dodecane 

Presto et al., 

2010 

19 to 58 ppb - 0.05-0.4 - n/a 

n-Pentadecane 

Presto et al., 

2010 

2 to 9 ppb - 0.03-0.1 - n/a 

n-Undecanal 

060909 
187 ppb ~900:500 1.3 ~4 × 107 3.6 × 10-11 

n-Octanal 

042109 
350 ppb ~500:180 4 ~2 × 107 3.2 × 10-11 

n-Pentanal 

050709 
189 ppb ~1200:300 0.8 ~5 × 107 2.8 × 10-11 
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Figure A. (n-Tridecanal 031009).  After reacting n-tridecanal with OH radical at high NOx conditions, it was 
encountered that the n-dodecanal molar yield formation is 4 ± 1%; however, this yield is dependent on 
NO2:NO.  The Inferred n-tridecanal is obtained by using a SAR rate constant, and an average OH 
concentration obtained from methanol (tracer).   The discrepancies between m/z 199 and inferred n-
tridecanal have to do with the formation of other species that have the same molecular weight as n-
tridecanal (refer to Figure 2.5 in the main manuscript).  The inferred n-dodecanal was calculated as 4% of 
the consumed inferred n-tridecanal minus any consumption due to OH radical attack.  
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Figure B. (n-Octanal 042109).  The molar yield formation of n-heptanal from the OH oxidation (at high 
NOx) of n-octanal was determined to be 16 ± 5%. However, this yield is dependent on NO2:NO.  The 
inferred n-octanal is calculated by using a SAR rate constant (refer to Table A, Supplementary Data), and 
OH radical concentration obtained from the consumption of methanol.   The discrepancies between m/z 
129 and the inferred n-octanal are due to the formation of other species with the same molecular weight 
as n-octanal (refer to Figure 2.5 in the main manuscript).  The inferred n-heptanal was calculated as 16% 
of the consumed inferred n-octanal minus any consumption due to OH radical attack.  
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Figure C. (n-Pentanal 050709).  It was found that the n-butanal molar yield formation is 29 ± 10%; 
however, this yield is dependent on ratio of NO2:NO.  The Inferred n-pentanal is obtained by using a SAR 
rate constant, and an OH concentration obtained from methanol (tracer).   The differences between m/z 
87 and inferred n-pentanal might have to do with the formation of other species that have the same 
molecular weight as n-pentanal (refer to Figure 2.5 in the main manuscript).  However, this other(s) 
species may have a different sensitivity to the PTR-MS.  The inferred n-butanal was calculated as 29% of 
the consumed inferred n-pentanal minus any consumption due to OH radical attack. 
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Figure D.  n-Pentadecane yields are obtained from Presto et al., 2010, and the n-tridecanal yields come 
from this work, specifically experiment 041709 (refer to Table A).  According to SAR, the OH radical 
attacks 54% of the time the aldehydic hydrogen of n-tridecanal, and 46% of the time the backbone.  When 
the backbone is attacked, higher vapor pressures species are formed; that’s not the case when the 
aldehydic hydrogen is attacked.  n-Pentadecane’s backbone is attacked always, as a result, n-tridecanal 
SOA yields should be about 46% of n-pentadecane’s since both species have similar vapor pressures.  The 
inferred n-tridecanal yields (black curve) is 46% of n-pentadecane’s yields.  A good match between 
inferred and experimental n-tridecanal yields is not encountered because attacking the aldehydic 
hydrogen (n-tridecanal) promotes the formation of lower vapor pressure species. 
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Figure E.  Low (041709) versus high (082109) NO2 n-tridecanal reaction with OH radical.  The differences 
in SOA mass yields between Low and High NO2 are considerable.  The difference in VOC0/NOx (ppbC/ppb) 
between experiment 041709 and 082109 are not dramatic; however, their NO2:NO are.  When there is 
significantly more NO2 than NO available (experiment 082109), the formation of PAN is dominant (refer to 
Figure 2.1, main manuscript).  Forming PAN thus has an effect on SOA formation.  Presumably PAN 
formation limits the creation of carboxylic acids by protecting Peroxyacyl Radical. 
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Figure F.  (n-Pentanal 050709, n-Octanal 042109, n-Undecanal 060609, n-Tridecanal 031009) The height 
of each column is the SAR aldehydic hydrogen abstraction molar yield.  After the aldehydic hydrogen 
abstraction, branching towards either PAN or Cn-1 peroxyl radical occurs, this last one branches into a Cn-1 

alkyl nitrate and a Cn-1 alkoxy radical.  Then the alkoxy radical branches between the Cn-1 aldehyde and an 
isomerization structure.  These relative yields are obtained from SAR predicted molar yields of aldehydic 
hydrogen abstraction induced by OH, kinetic constants for PAR branching, alkyl nitrate formation from 
Arey et al., 2001 and observed Cn-1 aldehyde molar yields.  This branching is only valid for the beginning of 
the experiment.  Branching towards PAN is dependent on NO2 concentration (blue arrows, Figure 2.1), 
which affects abundance of the Cn-1 alkyl nitrate, n-aldehyde and the isomeritazion structure, but not their 
branching (red and green arrows, Figure 2.1). 
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Figure G.  n-Dodecane (Presto et al., 2010) versus n-tridecanal (021709 and 030810). The f44 is the ratio 
of m/z 44 to total organics detected by an AMS in the aerosol phase.  This figure shows how oxidized both 
n-dodecane and n-tridecanal organic aerosols are.  Since both molecules form a C12 alkoxy radical as a 
significant intermediate, it is expected to find similar level of oxidation in their organic aerosols.  
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Figure H.  n-Dodecane (Presto et al., 2010) versus n-tridecanal (021709).  The presence of organic 
nitrates in the organic aerosol phase is significantly different for n-tridecanal versus n-dodecane.  Most of 
the OH first generation reaction with n-tridecanal occurs at the aldehydic hydrogen, which does not form 
organic nitrates other than PAN.  The presence of PAN is small due to a low NO2:NO for experiment 
021709.    
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Table B.  Conditions for the different experiments presented on Chapter 3 are shown on this table. 

 

Species 

oxidized 

Initial 

Concentration 

in the Smog 

Chamber 

Initial NOx 

(ppb) 

Initial 

VOC0/NOx 

(ppbC/ppb) 

Initial OH 

concentration 

(molecule cm-3) 

n-Tridecanal  ~250 ppb ~1700 2 ~1×107 

Pinonaldehyde ~300 ppb ~4000 0.8 ~0.5×107 

n-Pentadecane 

Presto et al., 

2010 

2 to 9 ppb - 0.03-0.1 - 

2-Tridecanone ~40 ppb ~3500 0.15 ~0.5×107 

7-Tridecanone ~35 ppb ~3000 0.15 ~0.5×107 

n-Nonadecane ~2 ppb ~1800 0.02 ~0.5×107 

n-

Heptadecanal 
~3 ppb ~5000 0.01 ~1×107 
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Figure I.  α-Pinene and 1-octadecene were reacted (separately) with a flow of excess-ozone at -72° C to 
form the primary ozonide.  Dimethylsufide was used as a reducing agent to form the corresponding 
dicarbonyl.  A bicarbonante solution was used to extract the carboxylic acids formed and other water 
soluble impurities.  The procedure followed was the one by McMurry et al. (1987). 
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Figure J. 

1
H NMR spectra were taken from the synthesized-pinonaldehyde sample in order to assess its 

purity level.  Pinonaldehyde composed approximately ~85% of the sample, including the cis- and trans- 
isomers.  Other minor species like peroxides were found.  No acids were encountered.  The biggest 
impurity was dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, at ~3.6 ppm).  The signal at approximately 7.2 ppm corresponds 
to CDCl3, wich was the solvent used when the NMR spectra were taken. 
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Figure K.  This is a Heteronuclear Single Quantum Coherence (HSQC) spectra of the synthesized-
pinonaldehyde sample that gives a strong suggestion of the abundance of the pinonadehyde structure.  
There is an excellent connection between the 

13
C NMR and the 

1
H NMR which shows pinonaldehyde as 

the most abundant species in the sample. 
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Figure L.  This 
1
H NMR spectra shows the presence of n-heptadecanal as the major product (>90%).  The 

major contaminant is DMSO at ~ 3.3 ppm.  CDCl3 was the solvent used when the NMR spectra were taken, 
reason for a peak at ~ 7.2 ppm.  Other than DMSO, contaminants such as peroxides are observed in minor 
concentrations. 
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Figure M.  This is an HSQC spectra of the synthesized-n-heptadecanal sample. This spectra strongly 
suggests abundance of n-heptadecanal in the sample.  There is an excellent connection between the 

13
C 

NMR and the 
1
H NMR, describing n-heptadecanal as the most abundant species in the sample. 
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Figure N.  Fragmentation of 7-tridecanone via OH radical oxidation in the presence of NOx forms n-
hexanal.  The signals presented here have not been calibrated.  n-Hexanal can be formed from attack on 
the α- and β-hydrogens of 7-tridecanone (refer to Figure 3.7, Chapter 3).  The reaction of 2-tridecanone 
with OH in the presence of NOx does not show the formation of its respective aldehyde.  That is because 
chemical fragmentation is a smaller path for 2-tridecanone versus 7-tridecanone. 
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Table C.  Conditions of all experiments performed and presented in Chapter 4. 

 

Species 

oxidized 

Initial 

Concentration 

in the Smog 

Chamber 

Initial 

NOx (ppb) 

Initial 

VOC0/NOx 

(ppbC/ppb) 

Initial OH 

concentration 

(molecule cm-3) 

n-Tridecanal 

High NOx 

~250 ppb ~1700 ~2 ~107 

Pinonaldehyde 

High NOx 

~300 ppb ~4000 ~0.8 ~0.5 Χ 107 

n-Pentadecane 

from Presto et al., 

2010 

2 to 9 ppb - 0.03 – 0.1 - 

n-Tridecanal 

Low NOx 

~69 ppb ~2000 ~0.46 ~0.3 Χ 107 

Pinonaldehyde 

Low NOx 
~70 ppb ~2000 ~0.47 ~0.3 Χ 107 

Pinonaldehyde 

Low NOx 

Dark Experiment 

~93 ppb ~2000 ~0.35 ~0.3 Χ 107 
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Fig. O.  Default 2D-VBS photo-oxidation simulations.  The box model simulation makes no distinction 

between structural and functional-group isomers since it was designed for bulk organic material.  The 

relevant features for the model are oxygen-to-carbon ratio and saturation concentrations.   

 

 

Fig. P.  Explicit First Generation 2D-VBS simulations.  All the species in this figure have the same oxygen-

to-carbon atomic ratio and similar vapor pressures (with exception of the alcohols).  We establish a first 

generation chemistry to assist the 2D-VBS box model.   
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Table D.  Conditions of all experiments performed and presented in Chapter 5. 

 

Species 

oxidized 

Initial 

Concentration 

in the Smog 

Chamber 

Initial 

NOx (ppb) 

Initial 

VOC0/NOx 

(ppbC/ppb) 

Initial OH 

concentration 

(molecule cm-3) 

n-Pentadecane  

fit from  

Presto et al., 2010 

2 to 9 ppb - 0.03-0.1 - 

n-Tridecanal 

 
~250 ppb ~1700 ~2 ~1×107 

2-Tridecanone ~40 ppb ~3500 0.15 ~0.5×107 

7-Tridecanone ~35 ppb ~3000 0.15 ~0.5×107 

2-Tridecanol ~110 ppb ~2500 0.57 ~1×107 

7-Tridecanol ~43 ppb ~1400 0.40 ~2×107 
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Figure Q.  Time evolution of organic aerosol mass.  The species presented correspond to those in Figure 

5.3 from Chapter 5. 
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Figure R.  Organic aerosol mass time evolution.  The species in this figure correspond to the ones 

presented in Figure 5.4. 
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Figure S.  Vapors in a Teflon Smog-Chamber.  These molecules were injected into the Carnegie Mellon 

smog-chamber.  As it can be seen, these compounds – with up to thirteen carbons and one oxygen – are 

not lost to chamber walls.  However, we did not do the same experiment for larger – like n-heptadecanal 

– or much more oxidized molecules.  Consequently, we cannot negate the possibility that larger or more 

oxidized material can potentially be lost to the wall, under-estimating experimental SOA yields. 
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